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TAMPA – The Tampa Bay
History Center held its inaugural Black History Month Reception on Feb. 4 with
nationally renowned attorney
and author Ben Crump delivering the keynote address.
Crump has tackled some of
the most contentious and historical cases in recent times,
representing the families of
George Floyd, Jacob Blake,
Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and Amir Locke — all individuals who white police
officers have killed. In her introductory remarks, attorney
Carolyn House Stewart said
that he “continues to fight to

make America fairer and more
just for all people.”
Underscored the responsibility of each generation to
keep the lessons of history
alive for generations to come,
Crump stressed that “Black
history is more relevant now in
America and to the world more
than ever.”
“If we don’t tell the children
about their history, how will
they go forward in the future
while not repeating the mistakes of the past,” he asked.
“Our children have to know
that we believe not only that
Black lives matter, but we understood that Black history
matters, not just to them but to
the world!”

Crump spoke about Locke,
the 22-year-old gunned down
by police in Minneapolis as
they burst into his apartment
with a no-knock warrant on
Feb. 2. Locke, who had no
criminal history, grew up in a
family of law enforcement and
Crump, who adamantly believes no-knock warrants
should be banned, said that
though Locke was armed at
the time of his killing, he had a
legal permit to carry a weapon
as many citizens do under the
Constitution’s Second Amendment. The attorney explained
that Locke worked for Door
Dash and understood that deliveries to certain areas could
See HISTORY, page 10

Annie Dabbs protects the Rose Cemetery
and Tarpon’s Black history
BY J.A. JONES
Staff Writer

TARPON SPRINGS –
Annie Doris Dabbs’ name is synonymous with Black history in
Tarpon Springs. So much so that
she was recently featured in Elizabeth Indianos’ history play “This
Blessed Plot, This Earth” and
mural of the same name, which
graces the theater’s wall. Of all
the characters featured in the
play and the mural, Dabbs is the
only one still living.
Her home is a repository for
hundreds of photographs and
mementos of growing up in Tarpon Springs. This month, she
brought her carefully designed
project boards and framed photos of the African Americans –
students, teachers, church folk,
businesspeople – that lived,
worked, worshiped, and were educated in Tarpon to the Tarpon
Springs Area Historical Society.

Annie Dabbs works with a small group of volunteers to try
and maintain Rose Cemetery (formerly Rose Hill Cemetery),
without any support from the City of Tarpon Springs.
Thanks to Dabbs, the Historical Society, located in the Historic Train Depot Museum, has a
Black History Month exhibit at
all.
Dabbs is a charter member

and serves on the Tarpon
Springs Historical Society board
and second president of the city’s
Historic Preservation board. Having watched how historic preser-

Henry ‘Hank’ Ashwood, Sr.
BY GOLIATH J. DAVIS, III, PH.D.
Contributor

ST. PETERSBURG – As we celebrate Black History month, teachers and others scramble to
introduce their students to AfricanAmerican men and women who
have made significant contributions
to the community and world order.
However, the recognized individuals from the immediate community
are seldom, typically national or
world figures.
Consequently, our scholars are
not readily aware they need only to
look around them to find individuals
they can emulate and respect. By
now, most are familiar with the
Courageous Twelve, and some ask,
“what about the fire department?”
The five young Black pioneers:
Captain Alphonso Brown, Lt. Preston Floyd, firefighters Stan Singletary, Eddie Utley, and the late
Eugene Curry spearheaded the integration of the St. Petersburg Fire
Department. They were recently
profiled on a local news channel,
and several years ago, Naomi
Richardson, president of the Class
of 1969, and others hosted a recognition ceremony for them at the St.
Mark Missionary Baptist Church.
Their story continues to unfold;
however, the individual behind the
movement is seldom acknowledged
or recognized.
Henry “Hank” Ashwood Sr., the
man I affectionately gave the
moniker “Pappa Wood” for which
he became known by the young
men and women he recruited, was
the unselfish, unrelenting force behind the movement to integrate the
fire department and continue the recruitment and hiring of “minority”
personnel for the City of St. Petersburg’s Public Safety agency.
Retired firefighter Eddie Utley is
known for saying, “You have to be
tough to make it on this job,” acknowledging the racial insults,
harsh treatment, and discrimination
the fire trainees experienced in the
firehouses and from the public. All
five trainees were determined to
persevere and knew they could
count on Ashwood for support.
They also knew Ashwood was subjected to equal or heightened pres-

See CEMETERY, page 13

See ASHWOOD, page 3
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Are you interested in being a radio guest?
Radio Personality Princess Denise Wright
of Matters of the Heart Radio Ministry
is looking forward to you being a guest on
her global radio broadcasting network on
99.1 FM JAMS. Matters of the Heart Radio
Ministry has been broadcasting for the past 16 years locally and
internationally, all the way into Jamaica. For additional information
about scheduling a guest interview or promoting your business,
book, music CD or non-profit organization, please call 727-488-8818
or email princessdenise.8818@yahoo.com
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The Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County (JWB) released a competitive
solicitation to address unmet needs of Pinellas County children and families, increase
efficiencies, and promote inclusion by inviting the submission of Letters of Intent
(LOIs) from Respondents who wish to provide new programming that is aligned
with JWB’s FY21-25 Strategic Plan, and specifically, that is aligned with one of JWB’s
FY21-25 Strategic Goals: Early Childhood Development; Prevention of Child Abuse
and Neglect; and/or Strengthening Community. Information may be found at:
https://www.jwbpinellas.org/about/funding-opportunities/. The Request for Letters
of Intent for New Strategically Aligned Programs for Early Childhood Development,
Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect, and Strengthening Community may be
requested by sending an email to: rfp@jwbpinellas.org. Letters of Intent submission
deadline 04/11/22 at NOON EST. Public Meetings as follows: Optional Pre-Submittal
Conference 03/09/22 at 2:00 PM EST; Evaluation Committee Meetings on 05/17/22
at 9:00 AM EST, 05/18/22 at 9:00 AM EST, and 05/20/22 at 9:00 AM EST; JWB
Executive Team Evaluation Meeting to select Respondents for Phase 2 06/02/22 at
9:00 AM EST. All meetings held at 14155 58th St. N., Clearwater, FL and
Pre-Submittal Conference will also be streaming live on YouTube with no ability to
pose questions.
Persons are advised that if they decide to appeal any decisions made at these
meetings/hearings, they will need a record of the proceedings, and, for such purpose,
they may need to ensure that a verbatim record of the proceedings is made, which
record includes the testimony and evidence upon which the appeal is to be based.
Persons with disabilities needing accommodation to participate in any of the meetings
should call 727-453-5600 or email ADArequest@jwbpinellas.org at least 72 hours
in advance of the scheduled meeting.

CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG
NOTICE OF INTENT TO SELL
CITY-OWNED REAL ESTATE
Notice is hereby given pursuant to F.S. 163.380 that the CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG
intends to sell the below listed lots, which are located within the South St. Petersburg
Community Redevelopment Area, as part of the Affordable Housing Lot Disposition
program:
• 2026 42nd Street South
• 1901 Union Street South
• 2101 Queensboro Avenue South
• 2157 Queensboro Avenue South
• 2185 Queensboro Avenue South
• 1110 16th Avenue South
• 1600 12th Street South
For inquiries into the properties, to obtain pertinent information on the properties,
or to make a proposal, please contact the City within 30 days via:

Academy Awards nomination
announced live from
Thaddeus M. Bullard Academy
at Sligh Middle Magnet School
TAMPA – WWE
Global Ambassador Titus
O’Neil and the Thaddeus
M. Bullard Academy at
Sligh Middle Magnet
School made history earlier this week during
ABC’s Good Morning
America as the Oscar
nominations were announced. For the first
time in its 94-year-history, the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences announced an
Academy Award nomination from a middle
school.
Titus O’Neil, whose
real name is Thaddeus
Bullard, and the Bullard
Family Foundation, have
focused much of their
work at the school in the
Tampa Bay area.
Alongside O’Neil, 14year-old track sensation
and rising star Kourtney
Anderson, an eighthgrade high honor roll
student tagged teamed
and announced the nomination for best-animated
feature live from the
school gym this morning.
“Kourtney is a rose
that continues to grow
through
concrete,”
Bullard said. “We selected Kourtney for a
myriad of reasons, but
the number one reason is
because of her heart and
smile that will both one
day change the world for
good.”
Good Morning Amer-

ica broadcasted the nomination live from Los Angeles
with
Emmy-winning actor-comedian
Leslie
Jordan (“Will & Grace,”
“The Help”) and Emmynominated
actor/producer
Tracee
Ellis
Ross (“black-ish," “The
High Note”). From LA,
the cameras moved to
Tampa, where Kourtney
was accompanied by
Bullard, her great grandmother, the matriarch of
their family, classmates,
and foundation supporters.
The live feeds from
various locations were
something new for the
Oscars this year and inspired by Emmy-nominated producer Will
Packer, the first African
American tapped to produce
the
Academy
Awards in its 94-year history. The awards will be
held on Sunday, March
27, at the Dolby Theatre
in Hollywood.
"Today, we not only
got to celebrate the best
in cinema, but we got to
celebrate diversity and
the first Black producer
in
Oscar
history,"
Bullard said. "Our foundation is about providing
opportunities to youth in
our most struggling
neighborhoods to inspire
them and to show them
that anything is possible.
“We continue to try to
bring opportunities to

Luis A. Garcia
Housing Development Specialist
City of St. Petersburg
(727)892-5175
Email: LAGarcia@StPete.org

these kids to level the
playing field and expand
their minds far beyond
their circumstances. I
can’t thank Will Packer
and
the
Academy
enough for this amazing
opportunity for exposure
which will surely lead to
expansion for so many of
these kids and families.”
About the Bullard
Family Foundation
The Bullard Family
Foundation was started
in 2018 by Thaddeus
Bullard aka WWE Global
Ambassador
Titus
O’Neil. Its mission is to
provide families and children everywhere with
moments, programs, and
resources to help build
character and improve
outcomes in communities. The foundation is
headquartered in Tampa.
For more information,
visit bullardfamilyfoundation.org.

Yeometta Lewis goes home
Yeometta Lewis of
Tampa, passed away
on
February 4, 2022.
A memorial service
will be held on
Saturday February 19,
2022 at 2:00 p.m.
at Heaven’s Destiny
Church, 4104 E.
Ellicott, Tampa, FL
33610, Pastor Tom
Jones with Pastor
Cheryl Powell,
Officiating/Eulogist.
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WWE Global Ambassador Titus O’Neil and the Thaddeus M. Bullard
Academy at Sligh Middle Magnet School made history earlier this
week during ABC’s Good Morning America as the Oscar nominations
were announced. Alongside O’Neil, 14-year-old track sensation and
rising star Kourtney Anderson, an eighth-grade high honor roll student
tagged teamed and announced the nomination for best-animated
feature live from the school gym this morning.
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Breaking
the Cycle
REV. DR. ROBERT L.
HARRISON, PH.D.
Men of S.T.E.E.L. Ministries
www.menofsteelministries.com

Praise the Lord everyone.
As I write this article,
my family is going
through one of the most
devastating incidents one
could go through. My
mother-in-law, Pauline
“Sweet Polly” (my nickname for her) Thornhill,
had a house fire that
damaged a great deal of
the home on Tuesday,
Feb. 9.
She moved to the
house in Lakewood Estates with her husband,
James Thornhill, in the
1970s, one of the first
Black families to do so.
Together they raised four
daughters in that home:
Gail, Jill (my First Lady),
Veronique, and Monika,

and many grandchildren
and great-grandchildren.
Her home has been
paramount to my family’s
lives, especially after
being discharged from
the United States Marine
Corp. and the Army. It’s,
of course, my sincere
prayer that the Lord
shows all how powerful
He is and how He blesses
those that bless, serve,
honor, and praise Him.
As a bishop, I’m expecting nothing less than
a miraculous restoration
of her home and look forward to the upgrade.
Many thanks to those
who have come by already to help aid and support my family during
this time, and I believe by

Tragedy hits home
faith that many more will
continue to show their
love towards her and the
family.
My son-in-law was
working on the family
tree and discovered that
Sweet Polly was a strong
activist, with more than
70 mentions in various
newspapers. She recently
celebrated her 85th birthday, and I believe the
Lord will deliver her a belated gift.
These are the times
when you need to make
sure that you are prayed
up so that the Lord will
hear and answer your
prayers, and in this case,
it’s a foregone conclusion, and I’m just waiting
on the manifestation of

the blessing.
If interested in contacting Mrs. Thornhill,
you can reach out to me
via my Facebook “Robert
Bob Harrison,” or Bishop
Robert Harrison, my personal cells 727-265-6437
or 727-278-5719, and I will
fill you in on the info.
I’m not sure if they
will be setting up a GoFundMe page, but I will
add it to next week’s article.
That’s it for this week.
May the Lord God,
Jesus Christ, Bless you
Real Good!
Till next week,
Blessings,
Bishop Robert L. Harrison, Jr., Ph.D.

A house fire has upended Pauline Thornhill’s
home of more than 40 years. She raised four
children and a host of grandchildren and
greatgrandchild in her Lakewood Estates home.

City of St. Pete unveils housing assistance program improvements
ST. PETERSBURG –
The City of St. Petersburg
is making significant
changes to its Down Payment Assistance, Homeowner
Rehabilitation
Assistance, and South St.
Petersburg CRA Developer
Incentive Program - Land
Acquisition Incentive programs.
These changes aim to
make the programs more
attainable and effective for
residents and developers.
The city is increasing
the amount of down payment assistance available to
first-time homebuyers in
the city. Currently, first-time
homebuyers can access between $5,000 and $40,000 in
down payment assistance,
depending on household
income and whether their
purchasing home is located
within the South St. Pete
CRA. Buyers earning at or
below 80 percent of annual

median income are currently required to pay back
half the assistance, while
those making above 80 percent AMI must repay the
whole amount.
“Increasing access to affordable and workforce
housing is a top priority in
my administration,” said
Mayor Ken Welch. “These
changes will allow prospective home buyers to access
additional
assistance becoming firsttime homeowners and existing homeowners to
access needed assistance
improving their homes.”
To respond to rising
housing costs, the city is increasing the maximum
amount of available assistance to $60,000 and allowing full forgiveness on the
assistance for those earning at or below 80 percent
AMI after 10 years of continued occupancy in the

home. Those earning
above 80 percent AMI
would receive half-forgiveness on the assistance after
10 years of continuous occupancy.
The city’s current
Homeowner Rehabilitation
Assistance program currently provides up to
$45,000 to households in
the extremely low-income
to moderate-income range.
The program requires up to
50 percent reimbursement
for that assistance over 15
years. The city is increasing
the maximum assistance
from $60,000 and will provide full forgiveness for
households earning at or
below 80 percent AMI after
10 years of continued occupancy.
Changes are also being
made to the South St. Petersburg CRA Developer
Incentive Program - Land
Acquisition Incentive. Due

to increases in land values
and the difficulty of acquiring single-family lots to construct new, affordable
single-family homes, the
city is expanding its assistance for developers who
will build affordable singlefamily homes within the
South St. Petersburg CRA.
A current incentive offers a direct $10,000 incentive for a developer who
constructs and sells a new
home in the area to a buyer
at or below 120 percent
AMI. The city is adding to
its incentives a reimbursement for up to half the land
acquisition cost up to
$40,000 if the developer
sells the new single-family
home to a buyer at or below
80 percent AMI.
The city is also increasing its standard incentive
from $10,000 to $15,000,
with the existing 120 percent AMI threshold still in

place if the buyer was already a resident renter
within the CRA.
“The changes will also
incentivize developers to
build attainable housing for
essential employees such
as teachers, nurses, firefighters, and police officers
who might otherwise have

McRae to develop the city’s
first aviation unit, and the
community-based minority
recruiting unit increased
the number of Black officers from 12 to 29. Additionally, the number of
emergency complaint writers, dispatchers, and other
city positions realized minority personnel increases.
The St. Petersburg Fire
Department currently has
an African-American Assistant Chief, Keith Watts, the
second since the retirement of Assistant Chief
James Wimberly. The
Williams and Bynum
names are well known in
our community. The minority recruiting unit recruited
retired firefighter Deacon

Richard Williams and retired firefighter Dwight
Bynum also served.
The city’s employment
division continues to benefit from Pappa Wood’s trailblazing initiatives. Although
he died on March 7, 2000,
his spirit permeates the recruiting strategies passed
on and continued under the
Rev. Robert “Bob” Perry’s
and Clarence Scott’s oversight of the city’s minority
recruiting initiatives.
Many in the community
know Pappa Wood’s children: Gayle Ashwood-Sims,
Regina Ashwood-Baker,
Rosena Ashwood-Harris,
and Henry L. Ashwood, Jr.
My wish is that all will
know how an unassuming,

The updated policies to the housing assistance
programs will help people buy homes, repair
them, and increase affordable housing stock.
difficulty finding affordable
housing in today’s market,”
said Mayor Welch. “This is
just one of many ways our
administration is prioritizing intentional equity to
tackle challenges, and we
look forward to continued
progress.”

A difference maker: Henry L. Ashwood Sr.
ASHWOOD, from front page

sure and discrimination for
having the audacity to integrate the fire service.
Although African Americans were working in the
police department, Pappa
Wood worked to increase
Black
representation
through the Public Safety
Trainee program. Retired
Officer Bernard Rawls, Officer Nathaniel Keith, Officer Cornell Pierce, and
others were graduates of
the program.
Courageous 12 Officer
Freddie Lee Crawford coordinated my recruitment
with Pappa Wood, and I
joined the City of St. Petersburg in 1973 as a Public
Safety Agent. The position
required a dual certification

– fire and police. The pioneers paved the way for me
in the fire service; however,
issues still existed.
Pappa Wood pushed for
forming a Minority Recruiting Unit and selected Officer Bernard Rawls and me
as recruiters. We opened a
community-based office at
2330 Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. St. S. “Soul Train”
was the popular TV show in
our community, and Pappa
Wood adopted the show’s
musical theme as our own.
He insisted on an advertising budget and ensured
we appeared in The Weekly
Challenger, on television,
and on the radio. The “Soul
Train” theme would begin
to play, and one would hear:

“Hi, I’m Hank Ashwood,”
followed by an invitation to
join the city’s Police and
Fire Departments. He insisted we use every opportunity
to
recruit
African-American men and
women for any and all vacancies in the City of St. Petersburg.
Ashwood Sr. was born
in Reddick, Fla., relocated
to St. Petersburg, and married Rosena L. Varner. He
completed a distinguished
career in the United States
Air Force, where he
worked initially as a firefighter and retired as an education and training staff
sergeant after 20 years of
service.
He recruited Don

Goliath J. Davis III
humble man with a passion
for his people, a commitment to equity, diversity
and community development, the courage and ability to nurture and protect
those he recruited; the capacity to serve and not pursue personal recognition
and fame, made a difference. A difference we all
still benefit from today.
Thank you, Pappa
Wood.

Better Living with Nurse Shar
Back to basics: You need good food
Our physical shape is
dictated to us as well as
anything else: dressing
according to the latest
fashion, dating the best

person, eating the right
food, frequenting the
best spots. What is the
right food, I wonder? Do

you open your refrigerator, and foods just jump
into your lap, screaming:
“I am good for your
health! Eat me!” No help
from the fridge?
Don’t worry, because
precisely at this point,
tons of excellent articles
and health books will appear to help you. Before
you know it, your head is
overloaded with useful
advice on the greatest
diets, best cosmetics, and
safest gym routines – this
is when you lose control
instead of gaining it. Your
head is spinning, ready to

BY SHARLENE EDWARDS, MPH, RN, CIC
HEALTH & WELLNESS COACH

blow up any second, too
much information (this
would be a good time for
me to tell you about a perfect diet, just kidding).
This is the point when
you should stop. First
things first, take a deep
breath. Have you ever
considered that perhaps
you need not another
diet? Could there be any
chance at all that all you
need is good nutrition in
the right balance? Correct nutrition can help reduce the risk of countless
health-related problems,
the most frightening of

which are surely heart
disease and cancer.
Proper nutrition, however, entails eating many
different foods, monitoring your consumption of
some food and beverage
items, and counting calories. Good diets offer balanced nutrition that
reduces
cholesterol,
blood pressure, and helps
with weight control.
Whether you are at
your ideal weight or striving to reach your weight
goal, what you don’t need
is another gimmick or
weight-loss scam. What

you need is some good
‘ole food to fuel your
body. Not just any food,
but whole, balanced
foods with tons of nutrients! You know the kind
your mom wanted to feed
you, but you were too
stubborn to eat? Yeah,
that! Get into it!
Sharlene Edwards,
aka Nurse Shar, is a public health practitioner and
community advocate with
a master’s degree in public
health epidemiology. For
more
blog
posts,
visit
www.mybetterlivingllc.com.
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Celebrate Black History Month while patronizing Black businesses
TAMPA BAY – This
February, you can get in on
a fun way to highlight
Black-owned businesses
and celebrate Black History Month at the same
time. Two local bloggers,
Kiva Williams (The Fun
Foodie
Mama)
and
Karimah Henry (Crafting a
Fun Life) have challenged
the Tampa Bay community.
The Challenge: Get
out and patronize as many
Black-owned businesses as
you can throughout the
month of February.
When is the last time
you’ve played Bingo? It’s
been a while for most of us,
but don’t pass up the op-

portunity for a little friendly
competition.
How to Play:
Head to Facebook or
Instagram to the Tampa
Bay Black Excellence social media page. Use your
smartphone to keep track
of your digital copy of the
Bingo card. The card has
prompts on different types
of businesses you can patronize throughout the
month.
Business Spotlights:
North Tampa Pharmacy – 1721 W Fletcher
Ave, Tampa, FL 33612
Yuppi Restaurant –
1821 E. Seventh Ave.
Tampa, FL 33605

Eggs
Up
Grill
Riverview – 3920 U.S. 301,
Riverview, FL 33578
Yokie Empire Studio
& Events – 12811 N. Nebraska Ave Unit 1, Tampa,
FL 33612
Pink Butterfly Bush –
1025 Professional Park
Drive, Ste. 2 Brandon, FL
33511
Nathan Williams, Associates Home Loan –
email at nlwilliams@associateshomeloan.com
Body Luxxe – Visit
bodyluxxe.net
Kendra
Wilson,
Berkshire
Hathaway
Home Services – Visit
kendrawilsonhomes.com

MKM Custom Design, LLC – Visit mkmcustomdesigns.com
How to Win:
Complete two rows of
Bingo by patronizing our
featured businesses, and
you will be entered to win
one of three prizes:
1st place – Bragging
rights and a $100 gift card
2nd place – Spa certificate to Yokie Empire Spa
3rd place – Tampa
Bay Black Excellence Tshirt and mug
For more information,
contact Kiva Williams on
social
@thefunfoodiemama.

Two local bloggers, left, Kiva Williams (The Fun Foodie Mama) and Karimah Henry (Crafting a Fun Life), have issued a challenge to
the Tampa Bay community: Get out and patronize as many Black-owned businesses as you can throughout the month of February.

Explore the Vaults: Black Portraits presents
two very diﬀerent styles of portraiture to
visualize Black identity and experiences:
historical photographs and contemporary
artworks.
The fragile historical photographs in
the exhibition—presented in protective
cabinets and drawers—provide a rarelyseen view into the domestic lives of
Black families after the emancipation of
enslaved Americans in 1862 through the
early twentieth century.
These photographs also bridge the 100
year gap to visionary contemporary artists
like Romare Bearden, Derrick Adams, and
Emma Amos whose paintings, drawings,
prints, and collages invite viewers to
“peek inside” the rich inner lives of their
subjects as they establish identity.
Don’t miss this opportunity to see these
rare works before they head back to the
MFA vaults!

FINAL WEEK
ON VIEW THROUGH FEBRUARY 27
255 BEACH DRIVE NE, ST. PETERSBURG
MFASTPETE.ORG
Romare Bearden, The Train, 1975, Photogravure and aquatint, Published by Printmaking Workshop, Ed. of 125,
Museum purchase with funds donated anonymously
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Dr. Christopher Warren take on new job at Jabil to help foster diversity,
equity and inclusion
BY J.A. JONES
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG Jabil, located in St. Petersburg, is one of the largest
employers in the region.
An industry leader in
manufacturing, supply
chain, and product management, the company recently
cemented
its
ongoing commitment to
diversity and equity, hiring one of St. Pete’s community leaders to a new
position.
In
January,
Dr.
Christopher Warren took
on the role of the company’s first director of Diversity, Equity, Inclusion
and Corporate Partnerships. While the position
is new, Warren traced
Jabil's employment numbers among the Black
community back to its beginnings.
“When Jabil built a
headquarters here in
1982, they were doing
high volume manual assembly, and that meant
hundreds of manufacturing jobs for local residents. Many of those
early assemblers were
African
American,”
shared Warren.
However, at that time,
a job at Jabil meant manufacturing parts for circuits
which only required a
high school education.
Those jobs, however, provided a solid living wage
and health and retirement
benefits. It was a job that
enabled many folks in the
Black community to gain
economic stability without
secondary education.
As time passed, employment in the Black
community
has
de-

creased. Today, Jabil is
one of the most technologically advanced manufacturing
companies
globally.
“A key part of my
strategic plan locally is to
reengage our community
and make them aware of
the great jobs we still
have in manufacturing
that pay a living wage,
with paths towards upward mobility.”
Warren’s position puts
him in charge of national
and international DEI-related directives (Jabil has
over 200K employees
working on 100+ sites on
five continents). Warren
is responsible for developing talent pipelines to recruit diverse candidates
of color, sexual orientation, and ability, including
degreed and non-degreed
talent.
His job also entails establishing and managing
community partnerships
that advance Jabil’s commitment to improving humanity through service
and education and working across departments to
create accountability systems and a culture of inclusion within the company.
Warren came to Jabil’s
attention through his engagement with the company serving as the
regional director of advancement for IDEA Public Schools Tampa Bay.
Around this time last year,
he was charting a path for
the location and funding
for new school campuses.
After opening two campuses in East Tampa and
locking in the resources
for a third in Lakeland, he
finally had the opportunity to focus on his home-

Dr. Christopher Warren
take on new job at
Jabil to help foster
diversity, equity and
inclusion
town of St. Pete.
“I wanted to do something really special to
have both an immediate
and longitudinal impact
not just on educational
outcomes, but skills development, social mobility, and generational
poverty. I decided that the
tech sector offered the
greatest
opportunities
and was really an underutilized market.”
Warren knew that
with Jabil, Tech Data, and
Honeywell all having facilities here, there were
tremendous opportunities
for young people to gain
training and education in
an area with exponential
growth potential.
He decided on Jabil
after researching their
philanthropy and community investment. While
viewing their website’s
media page, he noticed a
familiar face – one he remembered from his years
at Lakewood High School.

Scholar and star football player Elliad Granger
had inspired Warren
while they were in high
school. Granger was in
the Center for Advanced
Technologies
(CAT)
“CATCOM” news media
program, the best in the
state. Warren remembers
Granger as one of the few
African-American
students in the CAT program
and a standout even
among that elite group of
students.
“I watched this guy
dominate the classroom
and the football field, and
I was inspired,” Warren
recalled. After Granger
graduated,
Warren
worked his way onto the
sports anchor desk and
also played for the football
team,
following
in
Granger’s footsteps.
So, of course, when
Warren saw Granger on
Jabil’s website while researching for the IDEA
schools, he reached out.

They connected, discussing their frustrations
with the state of schools
in the south side neighborhoods they grew up in
and the lack of opportunities for Black students to
engage in the kinds of development programs they
had in the 90s.
Ultimately, Granger
and Warren developed
program ideas and short
and long-term solutions
that would close the digital divide, enhance STEM
education engagement for
socio-economically disadvantaged youth, and provide opportunities for
gainful employment.
Their work together
brought Warren to the attention of Jabil leadership;
his vision and passion
aligned with Jabil’s commitment to creating
pipelines for diverse talent
and increasing STEM development opportunities
for young people worldwide. The clear fit led to

the organization offering
him the position he now
holds.
Jabil’s CEO, Mark
Mondello, has charged
his employees with a
pledge to serve 1 million
hours of community service worldwide as a company, and Warren’s first
day on the job was a 12hour Serve-a-thon volunteer day cleaning up
Gandy beach, laying sod
for a Habitat for Humanity
home, reading to the
scholars at Campbell Park
Elementary, and filling
food boxes for Feeding
Tampa Bay.
“This is the kind of
thing that fuels my passion, and it feels great to
work on a team that
matches that energy all
the way up to the executive
level,”
Warren
shared.
This summer, Warren
is launching the Pathways
to Tech diversity internSee WARREN, page 16
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Miracle Rivera’s Collard Green Devil Eggs at the Tampa Bay Collard Green Festival
BY JOYCE NANETTE
JOHNSON
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
Osceola
Fundamental
High School student Miracle Rivera is the proud
winner of the 2022 American Culinary Federations
(ACF) Student Recipe
Contest. She will have a
chance to showcase her
award-winning Collard
Green Devil Eggs recipe
at the 5th annual Tampa
Bay Collard Green Festival on Feb. 19.
Miracle reminisced
that her grandmother, Allison Jelks, was always in
the kitchen making everything from scratch. However, Miracle didn’t have
an interest in cooking
until she took a cooking
class in 10th grade.
“I was informed by
one of the chefs in my
cooking class about the
ACF student recipe contest, and I decided to try
something new,” said the
18-year-old.
The ACF of Tampa
Bay is part of the national
non-profit organization
whose main objective is to
assist culinary professionals in advancing their careers through educational
opportunities and community outreach programs that can provide a
road to certification. The
Tampa Bay chapter membership is composed of
chefs, cooks, culinary educators, and students
from Pinellas, Hillsborough, and Pasco counties.
One of their successful community outreach
programs is the ACF Educational
Foundation’s
Chef & Child Initiative.
This program enables
chapter chefs to go out

into their communities to
educate children and families about healthy nutrition options.
“Students from Bayside High School, Osceola
Fundamental
High
School, and Gigi’s Playhouse submitted recipes
that had to have collard
greens as one of the ingredients,”
explained
ACF Chef Vince Blancato,
who has been at the festival from its beginnings.
“The collard green
smoothies are delicious
and always a big hit with
the crowd,” he shared,
noting that last year the
winning recipe was for
Collard Green Cupcakes.
Chef Rene Marquis
was one of the judges for
this year’s contest.
“They [the students]
were judged on 50 percent scale, 25 percent for
taste, 15 percent for creativity, and 10 percent for
execution, which included
several modules from the
observance of sanitation
requirements to making
sure all of the product had

availability for the specific
season.”
This year’s Tampa Bay
Collard Green Festival
has added another dimension to the event, the Culinary Experience Stage,
sponsored by Healthy
Start of John Hopkins of
All Children’s Hospital
and hosted by registered
dietitian Wendy Wesley
for the American Heart
Association.
The Culinary Experience Stage will showcase
all cooking demonstrations, and limited samples
will be available, including
Miracle’s winning collard
green deviled eggs.
“I’m very nervous,”
Miracle said. “I’ve never
done anything like this
before. I appreciate the
experience.”
Some of the other
scheduled guest cooks
and chefs include Bowlz
and Bunz Food Truck,
chefs from Three Generations Food Truck, and
Chef Javon Holmes of
Freya’s Diner.
This year’s headliner

Miracle Rivera will
showcase her awardwinning Collard Green
Devil Eggs at the 5th
annual Tampa Bay
Collard Green Festival

Tampa Bay
Collard Green
Festival headliner
and special guest
Chef Gabrielle E. W.
Carter

Miracle Rivera, left, of Osceola High School, accepts her award for
winning the 2022 High School Collard Recipe Contest for her Collard
Deviled Egg from Vanessa Marquis, president of the American Culinary
Federation of Tampa Bay. ACF Tampa Bay sponsored the competition in
support of the Tampa Bay Collard Green Festival.
Photo courtesy of ACF Tampa Bay

and special guest will be
Chef Gabrielle E. W.
Carter, who was featured
on Netflix’s “High on the
Hog,” a documentary
based on Jessica B. Harris’s book of the same
name. It explores Black
people’s diverse contributions to American cuisine.
Carter’s recipes and storytelling have been featured in the New York
Times, Wall Street Journal, Garage Magazine,
and The Smithsonian.
Carter will share her
“Florida
Gulf
Style
Groundnut Stew with Collards, Florida Conch Peas,
and Prawns” and will also
take time to answer cooking questions from the audience.
The main stage will
offer diverse forms of en-

tertainment, including
line dancing, exercising,
yoga, live music, drumming, and giveaways.
The
5th
Annual
Tampa Bay Collard Green
Festival takes place on
Feb. 19 from 10-5 p.m. at
the Carter G. Woodson
African American Museum, 2240 9th Ave. S.
Collard
Green
Deviled Eggs
Ingredients:
½ c of diced onion
1 c of chicken broth
½ c of water
3 bundles of collard greens
½ tsp of Abobo
½ tsp of garlic powder
½ tsp of onion powder
Salt and Pepper TT
Carton of Boiled eggs
3 tbsp of sweet relish
2 tbsp dill relish
5 tbsp of mayo

1 tbsp of mustard
Paprika (optional)
Steps
1. Rinse each bundle
of greens in the sink in
cold water and repeat.
Place a stockpot on
medium heat, then add
diced onions and sauté for
4-8 minutes.
2. Pour chicken stock
and water into pot. Bring
to a boil. Then add one
bundle of greens into pot
(cut in half if green leaves
are large). Cover with lid
and let it get tender for
about 6 minutes, continue
to add bundles until all
are in. Stir Occasionally
3. Add in Adobo, garlic, onion powder, salt and
pepper. Let them simmer
for 25-40 minutes or until
a dark green. Place a
large pot with water on
See GREENS, page 11
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Saturday February 19th, 2022
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
The intersection of 9th Ave. S and 22nd St., St. Petersburg
9 a.m.-9:50 a.m.
Mindfulness Hour of Meditation & Yoga
10:00 a.m.
Mayor Ken Welch kicks off the 2022 festival!
Featuring Celebrity Guest,
Gabrielle E.W. Carter
Recently featured on the
Netflix documentary High On The Hog

The American Culinary
Federation of Tampa Bay

9th Ave. N

High School Collard Recipe Winner

5th Ave. N
22nd St. S

Gabrielle
E.W. Carter

Experience Accesible Agriculture Culinary
demonstrations, Fitness and Family Fun!

Local Artisans & Food Vendors
The Kid Zone

19

375

St.
Petersburg
175

Local Farms and Gardens
Community Service Organizations
and Local Entertainment

275

9th
Ave. S

18th Ave. S

www.tbcgf.org
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Eric Atwater retires, looks to continue legacy in new hands
BY J.A. JONES
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
After decades of helping to
run and then managing his
family’s renowned restaurant, Eric Atwater is retiring
– and hoping family members or committed business
owners will continue the
legacy.
Atwater’s Cafeteria has
been a St. Pete family food
destination since the 1960s,
and at 47, Atwater has been
in the business of serving
up good eats for most of his
life. However, his ongoing
health challenges have
taken their toll — and according to his doctor, it’s
time for him to hang up his
apron for good.
“I’m really not ready to
stop; I want to keep going,
but my health is not up to
par, so I have to do something different,” Atwater acknowledged recently. “So,
what’s different is, I’m
going to let someone else
come up here and work
and make some money.”
Atwater said he’s not

closing down the restaurant
but looking to remodel the
building and find a business
owner to rent out the
restaurant and whatever
other possible project that
may seem viable.
With deep community
connections, Atwater is
hoping to find a serious entrepreneur.
“I’m looking for somebody who’s serious, somebody that wants to be in
business. I’m looking at
their background, what
they want to do,” said the
St. Pete native. With
decades of experience in
the foodservice industry,
Atwater knows what it
takes to make it happen.
For him, the best candidate will be someone “that
has credit and the energy to
be in business.” Atwater
said he’d help whoever
comes aboard as much as
possible, but that entity will
have to come with savings
and credit.
“That’s what business is
– savings and credit,
money, and work. If you
have those things, you’ll be

successful.”
Atwater said the number one secret to success is
prayer. “People need to
pray more and be serious
with the Lord. With him,
anything is possible, but a
lot of times people open up
stuff on their own to try to
do things their way. They
don’t put God first.”
He feels it’s that kind of
strong faith that also feeds
vision, which is paramount.
Knowing “what you want to
do” will enable you to understand what it is you
should be praying for.
“When I was a kid in elementary school, the
teacher asked everybody
what they wanted to be. I
told her I wanted to be a
business owner and a cook.
That’s what I did. I became
the CookE Man — and I’ve
been in business all my life,
besides working for my
mom and dad.”
Atwater got his entrepreneurial spirit from his
parents. In 1977, Elzo and
Mattie Atwater purchased
Robert’s Restaurant at 895
22nd Ave. S, and changed

For a decade, Eric Atwater has held a back-to-school giveaway
at the restaurant. His daughter, Erica, has helped him pull off
the event for most of her life.

the name to Atwater’s Cafeteria.
For the next 25 years,
the Atwaters ran the restaurant with the help of their
nine children. The family’s
matriarch died in 2003, preceded in death by her husband Elzo Sr. in Oct. 1997.
The cafeteria closed its
doors on Oct. 27, 1997, for
the first time in its history,
for a day of mourning following the death of the patriarch of the family.
Mrs. Atwater was once
quoted saying: “I got into
Atwater's Cafeteria was a mainstay in the
the restaurant business beAfrican-American community, s
cause I had a lot of mouths
erving up southern-style food for breakfast,
to feed at home. My huslunch, and dinner for more than three
band would come home
generations.
Now the youngest son, Eric Atwater,
and say, ‘Is this all you
is hanging up his apron and looking for
have?’ And I said, ‘If you
someone to move into the historic space.
want more, you’re going to
have to get a restaurant.’”
or making a “whole bunch get into all of that.”
In Dec. 2005, Atwater’s of noise.” Instead, he’s used
Atwater
wonders
closed briefly for renova- his time to make money whether the younger peotions. It reopened several and hold onto the impor- ple in his family have the
weeks later with Eric’s tant things to him and the same energy that he had.
older brother Michael At- community.
“They have things in their
water as cook and operator
Atwater’s customers mind that they want to do; I
and with the help of three have always been diverse, have a lot of nieces and
employees. Atwater’s con- and he is grateful for all his nephews, and I’ll have to
tinued to offer up the south- supporters. The bottom see which one steps up to
ern
fare
we
were line is hard work for him, bat to handle things.”
accustomed to seven days a and he’s not concerned
But he also acknowlweek from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. about encroaching gentrifi- edged that he loves his
Atwater’s closed in 2011 cation.
community and its memafter 38 years of service.
“You got to work and bers, and non-family memEric Atwater opened Atwa- buy. You have to do the bers who are serious about
ter’s Best BBQ and Soul same thing that you’re say- starting something are also
Food in the Skyway Mall in ing other folks are trying to welcomed. “I’ll stand be2015. It closed in 2017, and do – you got to do it.”
hind them and try to make
soon after, he could be seen
Atwater added that peo- them the best they can be.”
back on the corner serving ple should save money, buy
The building has a new
his community.
houses and property, go roof being put on and other
Since 2018, he’s catered into business, and help oth- upgrades. Atwater noted
special events, continued to ers.
that the large building
barbeque and smoke fish,
“While other people are would be perfect for anfed the community for free, buying, you’re buying too. I other restaurant or a retail
ramping up his giving spirit sit up next to millionaires location. Interested parties
during the pandemic, and and rich people every day – can call him at 727-520continued his annual back- they respect me just like 3030.
to-school giveaway.
they respect the guy on the
Atwater’s doesn’t listen other side of them who has
to concerns about gentrifi- millions of dollars. I get the
cation and said he never same respect – so I don’t
had time “to be hollering”
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Funding opportunities for startups and minorities: Now is the time to
pursue funding the American Dream
BY YOLANDA GOODLOE
COWART
Contributor

For the last few years,
the world has been in a
constant
state
of
chaos. First, it was political
upheaval, then racial unrest, and now a major
health crisis. We've become almost used to the
tumult, to the extent that
we barely bat an eye when
a new catastrophe springs
up.
John Milton first said,
"every cloud has a silver
lining." Luckily for us, this
holds true even during
these dark times in Black
History. The political upheaval has gotten more
people interested in the
nation's state of affairs.
Racial unrest gave birth to
the Black Lives Matter
Movement and the current climate of diversity
and inclusion. The pandemic and its subsequent
lockdown(s) have reawakened a desire for work/life
balance amongst employees, giving rise to the
Great Resignation.
Change is in the air;
that much is clear. With
the current push towards
diversity and inclusion,
many institutions have
risen to provide resources
for minorities in areas
where they were traditionally marginalized. One
area that has seen an influx of opportunities is entrepreneurship.
When it comes to creating and sustaining a
business, securing capital
has often been one of the
biggest challenges for
Black entrepreneurs. In
the last few years, a fallout
of racial unrest has been
the exposure of funding
disparities for minorityowned
small
businesses. This has resulted in an increase in
funding opportunities in
non-traditional lending,
grants, banking institutions, and market funding
platforms.
Non-traditional lending platforms
Traditional brick and
mortar banks have an outdated and cumbersome
lending process, with regulations that are not favor-

able to small businesses,
particularly Black-owned
businesses. Startups are
essentially
disqualified
from obtaining financing
through these financial institutions because a fiveyear profile is usually
required before an offer
will be extended.
Non-traditional lending
platforms provide microloans and fund business startups. They also
have more accessible qualifications than banking institutions. These platforms
are viable alternatives for
small business owners because they have lower
credit requirements.
Traditional banks usually decline loans to borrowers with credit scores
below a 600-650 threshold.
In addition, many minority
entrepreneurs do not meet
some of the additional requirements for loan approval by traditional
banks. A recent study revealed that 31 percent of
Black applicants were
asked to provide their personal W-2 forms during
the
bank’s
lending
process, while no white applicants received such a
request.
Another advantage of
non-traditional
lending
platforms is that they have
a faster approval process.
With some non-traditional
business loans, you may
gain access to the needed
funding within a week. If
you are interested in learning more about this financing option, here are some
non-traditional
lending
platforms for you to consider:
• Community Development Finance Institutions (CDFI) - With
CDFIs, you do not need as
much collateral as a financial institution would require
• Venture Capitalists
(VC) - VCs take part ownership of the company for
capital. This is a good option for companies or startups that don't have any
collateral for a loan. The
percentages of ownership
to capital are negotiable
• Partner Financing Another
organization
within your industry pro-

vides funds for special access to your product, staff,
distribution rights, ultimate sale, or a combination of those. The partner
company is usually a
larger business, perhaps
in a similar or complementing industry
Bank lending
Though banks have
long engaged in practices
that have marginalized minority business owners,
some have been moving
towards a more inclusive
process. Banks are becoming more intentional
about supporting minority
businesses. An example of
this effort is Citi, which
has pledged $1.15 billion
to close the racial wealth
gap with strategic initiatives that aim to expand
banking and access to
credit in communities of
color and invest in Black
entrepreneurship. This includes $350 million in procurement opportunities
for Black-owned business
suppliers and $50 million
in additional impact investing capital for Black entrepreneurs.
Union Bank is another
example of a financial institution that has committed
to supporting underserved
communities
through its Business Diversity Lending program.
This program is designed
to help women, minority,
and veteran-owned businesses by providing the
credit and financing to
grow and thrive.
Locally,
Raymond
James Financial, Regions
Bank, First Home Bank,
and PNC have all created
outreach programs to increase lending and improve opportunities for
minority-owned firms. In
2021, PNC Foundation announced a $16.8 million
grant to support and develop Black-owned businesses
through
the
Howard University Center
for Entrepreneurship, and
last year First Home Bank
reached its goal of lending
$50 million to minorityowned businesses.
These banks have all
increased their commitments to addressing the financial challenges facing

minority-owned
small
businesses and combating
the inequalities that exist
in the lending world.
Grants
For the first time in
decades, grants are another funding opportunity
for small businesses
granted by the federal,
state, and local government and private entities
like corporations and foundations. The only catch is
it can take time and effort
to research and apply for
this type of funding. If you
are interested in learning
more about this funding
option, below are some
bank lending and grant opportunities:
• Union Bank - Business Diversity Lending
Program
• Business For All - Offers a total of 18 grants
comprising $285,000 to
Business for All applicants
Thirteen of those grants
will be awarded to companies led by women, people
of color, LGBTQ+ entrepreneurs, military-connected business owners,
and entrepreneurs with
disabilities
• The Small Business

Innovation
Research
(SBIR) and Small Business Technology Transfer
(SBTT) powered by the
Small Business Administration -- currently, entrepreneurs of color, women,
and people with disabilities are encouraged to
apply.
Market funding platforms
Market funding platforms are available for minority-owned businesses
and startup firms. Examples include crowdfunding
platforms which allow
businesses to pool small
investments from different
investors instead of having
a
single
investment
source.
Peer-to-Peer
(P2P)
lending platforms are another example of introducing borrowers to lenders
through various websites.
This form of lending is a
hybrid of crowdfunding
and marketplace lending,
and it gives people with
just a little working capital
to give loans to other people – peers.
•
Lending
Club
& Prosper are two of the
most notable P2P lending

platforms in the U.S.
• iFundWomen - A
crowdfunding platform for
women-owned businesses.
They also have a program
for women of color, offer
access to grants, business
coaching, and more
The time has never
been better for Black entrepreneurs to take their
business from conception
to reality. If you've always
dreamed of being a business owner but felt you did
not have the funds to finance it, the opportunity is
now available to make
those dreams come true.
However, you need to
recognize that this period
in time is unique in that oppression and unrest are
giving way to positive
change. As such, these
funding opportunities will
not always be available.
Now is not the time to sit
and wait for your dreams;
this special climate and
business opportunity may
only be here for a season.
Yolanda Goodloe Cowart is a PTAC specialist at
the Florida PTAC at Pinellas County Economic Development. Learn more at
sbdctampabay.com/ptac.
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Welch stands strong on St. Pete’s priorities at Tiger Bay’s
mayoral forum with Castor
BY J.A. JONES
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
In January, the Suncoast
Tiger Bay Club held its
annual mayoral forum at
the James Museum of
Western and Wildlife Art,
led by its new president,
Rev. J.C. Pritchett II.
St. Petersburg Mayor
Ken Welch and Tampa’s
Jane Castor answered
questions from journalists and club members,
sharing their views on issues including the future
Rays stadium, affordable
housing, and the controversial Senate Bill 620,
which allows businesses
to sue the local government if passed.
Welch presented a
strong commitment to
putting the concerns and
needs of the city’s residents first when confronted with questions on
how the city will spend its
dollars.
Tampa Bay Times correspondent
William
March led by repeatedly
grilling the mayors with
questions regarding what
he seemed to feel was the
most important issue of
the day -- which side of
the Bay will build the new

Rays stadium, now that
the Rays’ sister-city plan
with Montreal is a no-go.
Castor answered first
when March recommended the mayors respond in alphabetical
order, stating that she
never considered there
would be any "type of bidding war or, you know,
pull and push.” She also
said both mayors agreed
the region was too big to
“lose a major league
sporting franchise," but
there would be a bottom
line for Tampa.
Welch
responded,
“The redevelopment of
the Gas Plant and Tropicana Field is a priority.
And within that is a secondary priority of the
Rays. Making sure that
those 35-plus-year promises of equitable development and jobs that were
promised to the Gas Plant
area come to fruition is
my major priority."
Welch also said having
equitable redevelopment
from now on was vital and
that he felt the Rays could
be part of that. He shared
that he has spoken to the
Rays and wants St. Pete to
have its "final at-bat"
chance to keep the team,
whether Tropicana Field

or a waterfront park. He
mentioned the $100 million "bed tax" that tourists
have paid as a substantial
figure to help with the
cost.
Later, he also stated,
"The ROI has to make
sense for the community.
And so, the Rays or any
sports franchise needs to
bring something to the
table that is equitable, and
we need to look at it and
what the total return is to
the community. And so, if
we're talking about an
$800 million stadium, the
Rays need to bring, I
think, half of it, if not
more, to the table."
Welch also looped the
development of the Trop
into the conversation,
mentioning
that
he
wanted to review the Midtown Development team
recommended by former
Mayor Rick Kriseman. He
will be reviewing all the financials, he said, to reconsider the Midtown
proposal along with the
Sugar Hill proposal.
He said he’s examining the proposal to review
how much affordable
housing and workforce
housing is included,
among other things, to
determine “if this is that

Last month, Tampa Mayor Jane Castor and St. Petersburg’s
Ken Welch chatted at the Suncoast Tiger Bay Club annual
mayoral forum held at the James Museum.

Rev. J.C. Pritchett II, president of
the Suncoast Tiger Bay Club
the right fit for us now.”
“I'd like to see more
truly affordable housing,”
Mayor Welch stated. “The
focus on workforce for
folks making 100 to 120
percent of area median income, say $50 to $60,000,
I think is too high. We are
leaving behind folks who
make that $25 an hour,
$20 an hour, and less that
make up more than half
of our population. So, it's
those kinds of things that
I'm looking at."
Both mayors responded “no” when asked
if either were willing to
spend money on a stadium built on the other
side of the Bay. When
asked for their top three
concerns, Castor answered, “Transforming
Tampa’s Tomorrow” –
which she said included
looking at customer-centric services provided to
the Tampa community, as
well as transit, affordable
housing, and workforce
development.
Welch focused on the
importance of understanding “intentionality” –
and
discussed
the
process by which the
county’s Small Business
Enterprise, under the
leadership of Dr. Cynthia
Johnson, prioritized being
intentional about equity

and took the program
from $70,000 to $20 million in two years.
Welch stressed that it
was essential to be just as
intentional about affordable housing – once again
making it clear this was a
priority that he was heavily focused on.
“I don't want to see
proposals come to us with
five to 10 percent of workforce housing and call
that a win. Because the
folks who live in this community where the median
income is $49,000 can't afford that -- median means
more than half the people
make less than that.”
Welch went on to say
that with 80 to 90 percent
of the current housing
going on downtown being
luxury housing, it’s not
“for the people who are
here already,” and expressing the need to provide for those who work
in hotels, restaurants, and
industries that dictate a
lower-priced
housing
market.
Welch said funds
could be brought into the
area through the county’s
housing trust fund, as
well as dollars at the federal level – but the mayor
made it clear that it will
take an intentional focus
to turn around the city’s

chance of parole for
lynching Ahmaud Arbery!” he said.
Crump lamented the
divisive times in which
we live and said, “the
hero, the champion is a
person who can find
things to bring us together,” like Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. He dismissed the controversy
over critical race theory, a
flashpoint topic these
days, stating simply:
“It’s about teaching
ALL the history! Not just
white history but teaching also Black history!
Also teaching Hispanic
history! Also teaching Native-American history!
Also teaching AsianAmerican history! Also
teaching Jewish-American history. Teaching his-

tory, all the history, so
that our children will be
able to go forward not
making the mistakes of
the past!”
Another highlight of
the evening included
Tampa’s own Dr. Bernard
LaFayette, Jr., receiving
the
Dr.
Bernard
LaFayette, Jr. Award for
the Preservation of Black
History and Heritage. It
is an annual award presented to an individual or
group of individuals
whose work and contributions have significantly
enhanced the understanding and awareness
of the Tampa Bay area’s
Black history.
A one-time roommate
of civil rights icon of Rep.
John Lewis, LaFayette
participated in many civil

housing crisis.
A question that rankled both mayors referred to Senate Bill 620,
which would allow businesses to sue cities if local
ordinances result in more
than 15 percent profit
loss. This legislation
would ultimately result in
taxpayers paying the bill
for these lawsuits.
Welch took the stand
first, calling it “egregious”
and “preemption on
steroids.” Pointing to the
danger of such a bill, he
referred to the recent fertilizer ordinance passed
because of red tide and
ecological issues.
If the bill is passed,
lawsuits could result in
taxpayers having to pay
those companies for loss
of income related to restrictions on when fertilizer was sold that were
enforced to protect waterways.
Castor called it “simply ridiculous” and called
it part of the continued attack on home rule. “This
will hamstring any local
municipality,” she noted.
Responding to the differences between being a
county commissioner versus now being the mayor,
Welch shared that his 20
years in public service
had prepared him for
most areas of the job. He
admitted that there was a
"concentration of focus on
the mayor's office that I
had not expected, that
started on election night"
and joked that people
were finally returning
months-old calls he had
made.
He also noted that law
enforcement reporting directly to his office is a significant change.
Welch also thanked
Castor, sharing that she
had been a "great and
open" ear during the election and that he followed
her recommendation to
get an office puppy to
help reduce stress.

Attorney Ben Crump: ‘Black history matters’
HISTORY, from front page

be high risk.
Crump maintained
that the Minneapolis Police Department, in
storming into Locke’s
home, was executing a
“dangerous,
unnecessary, unjustified” and unconstitutional violation
against unlawful search
and seizure. Locke was
sleeping on his couch
when police burst in, and
as he turned to see who
was invading his home,
he reached for the
weapon that he was
legally allowed to have.
“The police immedi-

ately fired upon this
young man, ending all his
dreams and ending his
life!”
The attorney then referenced the 2020 killing
of 26-year-old Breonna
Taylor, also shot by police
during a no-knock warrant raid in her home in
Louisville, Ky.
“If we would have
learned from the history
of how they wrongfully
killed Breonna Taylor,
then we might not be
dealing with the tragic
history of this day, of how
they killed another inno-

Dr. Bernard LaFayette, Jr. was surprised
to be the recipient of the first Dr. Bernard
LaFayette, Jr. Award for the Preservation of
Black History and Heritage.

cent Black person,” he
said. “No-knock warrants
have
deadly
consequences for innocent
Black people.”
Pointing to the upcoming 10th anniversary
of the death of Trayvon
Martin, a 17-year-old who
was shot in Sanford, Fla.,
while walking back from
a 7-11 store, Crump
asked rhetorically, “How
far has America come in
our quest for equal justice
and equality?”
Martin’s death raised
the level of consciousness
in Black people’s plight
against “racism, discrimination, and implicit bias,”
Crump noted, as did the
death of Emmett Till before him — a 14-year-old
who was lynched after allegedly whistling at a
white girl in 1955 Mississippi. Martin’s case is one
reason why there have
been some historic firsts
in the last year, Crump
said, adding that if it had
not been for the Martin
precedent, white officer
Derek Chauvin might not
have been found guilty of
the 2020 killing of George
Floyd in Minneapolis.
He said that other verdicts in racially biased
crimes have likely been
influenced by Martin’s
killing and the outcry it
produced.
“We would not have
seen the lynch mob in
Brunswick, Ga., convicted and sentenced to
life in prison with no

rights causes. He cofounded the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating
Committee in 1960, was a
leader of the Nashville
Movement in 1960, on the
Freedom Rides in 1961,
and during the 1965
Selma Movement.
Lafayette was beaten
and jailed many times
during his struggles for
civil rights and has authored several books
chronicling his experiences. Currently, he is a
professor at Auburn University.
“There’s a first time
for everything, and this is
the first time I’ve presented myself with an
award,”
quipped
LaFayette, 81, to whom
the award came as a complete surprise.
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Diversity and inclusion programs expand through support
from out-of-state donations and grants
ST. PETERSBURG –
Two programs that support
underrepresented students
in higher education will expand thanks to sizable
grants and donations to the
USF St. Petersburg campus.
Major support for one
of the programs came from
donors who live in another
state and learned about the
initiative online.
Tom and Bharti Kirchner, from Bellingham,
Wash., gave a $52,000 to
support Call Me MISTER
after reading an online
story about the program.
MISTER, which stands for
Mentors Instructing Students Toward Effective
Role Models, aims to increase the number of male
teachers of color in elementary schools with large populations of poor or at-risk
students.
“We both strongly believe quality education is indispensable for equipping
young people to lead lives
of dignity as good citizens
and productive members of
society. The potential for
each highly motivated MISTER to steer hundreds,
even thousands, of young
Black students in that direction during their career
makes it by far the best use
of our contribution that we
could think of,” the Kirchners said.
They felt compelled to
get involved after witnessing racism as children and

seeing the civil unrest unfold in the Summer of 2020
after the death of George
Floyd. The Kirchners then
informed friends of theirs
about the program, which
resulted in a donation of
$50,000 from Sita AmbaRao, a retired professor in
Washington.
Other recent gifts to the
program include $50,000
from Duke Energy and a
total of $23,000 from multiple individuals and friends
of the Kirchners at various
levels. So far, $175,000 in
donations have been given
to the program.
“Without their support,
I don’t know how we would
have been able to launch
the Call Me MISTER program. Part of the guidelines
for the program, licensed
through Clemson, is that
you don’t have to provide
full tuition, but you do have
to provide some type of financial support,” said Kate
Samy, associate director of
development at the USF St.
Petersburg campus.
Founded and based at
Clemson University, the innovative program has
spread to more than 25 colleges and universities nationwide. USF is the only
university to hold a license
for the Call Me MISTER
program in Florida, which
launched at the university
in January 2021 through a
partnership with Pinellas
County Schools.
Students enrolled in the

MISTER program receive
tuition assistance for approved areas of study, an
academic support system
to help assure success, social and cultural support,
and assistance with job
placement. In exchange,
graduates agree to teach in
urban or low-income elementary school classrooms
– at least one year for every
year they receive assistance
from the program.
The other inclusive program that recently received
support was the USF Pearls
program, which helps students in the foster care system acclimate to life in
college.
The USF Pearls program faced similar financial
needs when it launched in
Spring 2021. The university
initially received $100,000
from Kate Tiedemann and
Ellen Cotton to start the
program. Since then, USF
Pearls has received a
$25,000 grant from the Joy
McCann
Foundation,
which awards money to
universities, non-profits,
and charities in the Tampa
Bay area.
This support allows the
university to offer individualized guidance and support for students emerging
from foster care. There are
currently 194 students from
the foster care system enrolled at USF campuses.
Studies have shown
that less than five percent of
students from the foster

Tom and Bharti Kirchner gave a gift of $52,000 to support
Call Me MISTER after reading an online story about the program,
which is a partnership between USF’s St. Petersburg campus and
Pinellas County Schools to puts Black and Brown male teachers in
classrooms where they can be mentors. MISTERs for 2021-22,
(left to right) Juan Dacosta, Michael Wright and Triston Williams.
care system earn a two or
four-year college degree. At
USF, some of these students who enrolled, but
dropped out, said they had
difficulty connecting with
professors and navigating
the institution. Others
didn’t know they had available stipends through the
Florida Department of Children and Family Services
that help with books and
housing.
“We started by looking
at best practices, mirroring
other institutions, and trying to figure out how to de-

velop this program. We did
so intentionally by creating
a coaching and care management model where we
would reach out to them as
soon as they were accepted,” said Joseph Contes, director of Student
Outreach and Support.
Around $15,000 of the
grant will be used as an
emergency fund for students from the foster care
system, who tend to have
unique funding challenges.
The other $10,000 will be
used to help start a level
three training program that

will make USF the only institution in the southern region that can provide
coaching to other institutions that are pursuing programs similar to USF
Pearls.
“It’s a privilege to share
spaces with these students,
to hear their stories, and
reaffirm to them we care.
We do that by supporting
them while earning a degree and entering a career
path, which is one of many
reasons why they chose
USF,” Contes said.

Duke Energy continues to power SPC’s lineworker program
ST. PETERSBURG —
With the huge success of
the Electrical Lineworker
Program at St. Petersburg
College, Duke Energy is
helping its expansion by
generously
donating
$114,000 to increase the
number of lineworker instructors.
Since the program’s
debut last March, Duke
Energy and the Duke Energy Foundation have contributed
more
than
$250,000 to develop this
workforce pipeline and
offer access to lineworker
training and job skills opportunities.
“After seeing the initial
success of the Electrical
Lineworker Program at St.
Petersburg College, we
knew that additional support from Duke Energy
could go a long way in
meeting the needs of our

communities and shaping
the next generation of
lineworkers,” said Melissa
Seixas, Duke Energy
Florida state president.
“We were thrilled by
the number of students interested in the program, so
we decided to increase our
commitment. Duke Energy’s investment allows
the college to hire more instructors and help even
more students gain the
hands-on, essential skills
needed to begin a career in
energy.”
The 14-week program
at SPC’s Allstate Center in
St. Petersburg provides
students with practicallineworker skills, so they
are job-ready. The class includes certifications in Restricted Class A CDL (in
partnership with Pinellas
Technical College), OSHA
10 Safety Training, Bucket

Miracle Rivera’s Collard Green
Devil Eggs at the Tampa Bay
Collard Green Festival
GREENS, from page 7

high heat to a boil
4. Add uncooked
eggs and boil them for
12-16 minutes. Take off
heat, strain, and rinse
hardboiled eggs under
cool water.
5. Peel eggs and cut
in half the long way. Put
the cooked yolks into a
bowl and egg whites
onto a flat surface. After
all yolks are into the
bowl, mash them with a
spoon or potato masher
until it’s a crumbled consistency. Add in mayo,

relish mustard and salt
and pepper.
6.
Take
collard
greens off heat and
slowly add them by tablespoons into the yolk
combination. Mix well.
7. Finally, pour yolk
combination into a zip
lock bag and cut a small
piece of the bag off a corner. Squeeze the combination slowly and neatly
into the hardboiled egg
whites. Sprinkle paprika
over all the deviled eggs
and serve.

Truck Rescue, Pole Top
Rescue, and CPR/AED &
First Aid.
SPC graduate Jesse
Smith believes the training
prepared him to start a
new career at Duke Energy.
“The electrical line
class at St. Pete College
granted me the opportunity to fulfill my passion in
working in the line industry,” Smith said. “This program gave me a head start
in the field, helped me find
a job, and taught me valuable work methods and
safety procedures.”
The
Electrical
Lineworker Program is
made possible through
valuable partnerships with
Duke Energy, the Pinellas
County Urban League,
PowerTown Line Construction, Pinellas Technical
College,
and
CareerSource Pinellas.
For more information
about this program, contact
Dan Fumano at (727) 3414430 or fumano.dan@spcollege.edu. All interested
applicants are encouraged
to apply by completing a
survey at stpe.co/lineworkerprogram.
Once the survey is
complete, applicants will
be contacted about future
classes.

The 14-week Electrical Lineworker Program at SPC’s Allstate Center
in St. Petersburg provides students with practical lineworker skills
so they are job-ready.

Chef Vince Blancato,
left, of the American
Culinary Federation
of Tampa Bay
announces
Miracle Rivera of
Osceola High School
as the winner of the
2022 High School
Collard Recipe
Contest for her
Collard Deviled Egg.
ACF Tampa Bay
sponsored the
competition in support
of the Tampa Bay
Collard Green Festival.
Photo courtesy of ACF
Tampa Bay
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Netflix star headlines the 2022 Collard Green Festival
BY JOYCE NANETTE
JOHNSON
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
Gabrielle E. W. Carter, featured on Netflix’s “High on
the Hog: How African
American Cuisine Transformed America” documentary, will be this year’s
headliner at the 2022 Publix Tampa Bay Collard
Green Festival.
The documentary is
based on Jessica B. Harris’s book of the same
name, and explores the
historical significance, development, and diverse
contributions that Black
people have contributed to
American cuisine.
As stylist as they are,
Carter wears many hats.
She is a writer and storyteller whose work has appeared in the New York
Times, Wall Street Journal,
Garage Magazine, and the
Smithsonian Magazine.
Her reflections and recipes
on the art of cooking over
fire were documented in
her article “At the Hearth
of it.”
Carter has been featured in Saveur, The
Kitchn, and Crop Stories.
She is a griot who combines cooking while exploring the history of
diasporic food and culture
during community dinners
to keep African-American
heritage alive.
Carter doesn’t call herself a chef; although, she
has an online journal and
recipe archive called “Revival Taste Collective,”
which follows her self-dis-

covery journey back to her
ancestral land in Apex,
N.C., and chronicles the
recipes of long-ago generations.
She is also a community activist. When the
pandemic hit, she mobilized local famers in North
Carolina into a cooperative
called Tall Grass Food.
This outreach program
was developed to support
Black farmers by assisting
them in gaining better access to local markets.
With her partner Derrick Beasley and friend
Gerald Harris, the program has expanded into
Tall Grass Food Box, a
community-suppor ted
agriculture model, distributing boxes of fresh food in
the community.
More
accurately,
Carter has been described
as a “cultural preservationist” and multi-layered artist
who combines various
forms of mixed media to
explore, research, confirm
and document Black history and cuisine.
In 2018, she said she
was inexplicably drawn
back to her ancestral home
in Apex, N.C., that her
great-grandfather
purchased many years ago.
She remembered the stories of the past that were
shared by her grandfather
Mayfield and his brothers
Herbert and Andrew.
She said the yearning
to return home was ordained and that she
needed to learn from them
about their regional history. Carter wanted to
record that history and
worried that they might

Gabrielle E. W. Carter, will be the special guest at the
2022 Publix Tampa Bay Collard Green Festival.
not be here much longer to
share those precious memories, knowledge, farming,
and unique cooking techniques and recipes.
Once there, that search
led Carter to start community dinners. This was an
opportunity to bring people together to facilitate
open
communication
about their personal and
family history, while sharing fresh food from the
area that was turned into
tempting and unique
dishes.
“I’ve seen such a resurgence of Black American
folk connecting to food,
land, and spiritual practices
from the Continent,”
shared Carter. “I think
every generation has their
big Sankofa moment, but
ours feels so intense because of our access to cul-

ture through streaming
and social media.
“We’ve also recognized
the importance of community
and
selfsufficiency during this pandemic, which has created
an urgency for some to return to these knowings.
There’s definitely been an
awakening for our generation that calls for groundnut stews and West African
grains.”
In the Netflix documentary, Carter shares a
family story that is unfolding in many Black communities all over the country:
eminent domain. This law
allows the government to
“buy” personal property,
supposedly for the betterment of the masses,
whether the homeowner
wants to sell or not.
St. Petersburg has had

two vibrant, successful
Black neighborhoods torn
asunder by the city-government: 22nd Street Corridor and the Gas
Plant/Laurel Park neighborhoods. Also known as
the Black Wall Street, the
22nd Street Corridor had a
highway run through it,
erasing thriving Black
business and homes.
The Gas Plant/Laurel
Park community met a
similar fate when it was
razed to make room for
Tropicana Field. Again,
hundreds of homes, businesses, churches, and
schools were eradicated,
erasing generation wealth.
Part of Carter’s family
land has been taken to
make way for a seven-lane
highway. In the documentary, Carter states: “The
land was undesirable when

my family purchased it and
we nurtured it and now it’s
time to go.”
As a form of resistance,
she stated that the remaining land will still be cultivated and bring joy and
creativity forward.
“My biggest hope for
us to take away from “High
on the Hog” is to remember that we do have food
culture. That we not only
supported American Cuisine — both as growers
and cooks — but also
shaped it and seasoned it.
We used ancient technologies and oral tradition to
cultivate land and feed our
families and communities.
“We’ve always used
food as a tool of liberation
and continue to. We know
these things but shows like
“High on the Hog: How
African American Cuisine
Transformed America”
help us remember and see
them at work now.”
Carter will be sharing
her knowledge of African
diasporic cooking, culture,
and history at Collard
Green Festival this Saturday. Samples of her recipe
“Florida
Gulf
Style
Groundnut Stew with collards, Florida Conch Peas
and Prawns” will be available and there will be question
and
answer
opportunities.
The 5th Annual Tampa
Bay Collard Green Festival
takes place on Feb. 19
from 10-5 p.m. at the
Carter G. Woodson African
American Museum, 2240
9th Ave. S.
Visit www.tbcgf.org for
more information.

Crist nominates Florida civil rights leaders Harry T. and Harriette Moore
for Presidential Medal of Freedom
BY REP. CHARLIE CRIST
Contributor

ST. PETERSBURG -Think of a civil rights
hero right now.
I can probably guess
who you’re picturing. Reverend Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. Rosa Parks. My
friend and colleague, Congressman John Lewis. All
patriots and American heroes.
But there are two civil
rights leaders you may
not have heard of - even
though
they
lived,
worked, and died fighting
for equal rights right here
in Florida. Their names
are Harry and Harriette
Moore.
In 1951, Harry and
Harriette Moore of Brevard County, Fla., were
the first prominent civil
rights leaders to assassinate the Ku Klux Klan.
But it's not for their
deaths that you should remember them. It's for
their incredible lives.
As teachers in 1930s
Florida, Harry and Harriette experienced the evils
of the Jim Crow era first-

hand. They witnessed the
devastating impacts of
segregation on their students – the same segregation that divided my
hometown of St. Petersburg in two.
But where many
would have seen adversity, Harry and Harriette
saw an opportunity to
rally their fellow Black educators and community
leaders around the cause
of desegregation - 20
years before the landmark Brown vs. Board of
Education outlawed segregation nationwide. The
Moores used people
power to create a united
voice for Black Floridians,
founding the Brevard
Chapter of the NAACP
and organizing other
chapters statewide.
Harry and Harriette
knew the discrimination
they witnessed could not
be addressed without
real, legislative change –
the kind of change that
starts at the ballot box. In
1945, they formed the
Florida
Progressive
Voter’s League to turn
their grassroots move-

ment into a powerful voting bloc, registering
116,000 Black Floridians
up and down the state.
They also advocated
against racial violence in
Florida, using their platform to bring attention to
the Suwannee lynching of
15-year-old Willie James
Howard in 1944 and advocating strongly to reverse
the unjust arrest and conviction of the Groveland
Four in 1949.
Harry and Harriette's
advocacy on behalf of the
Groveland Four is widely
believed to have made
them a target of the Ku
Klux Klan. On the night of

The Moores home in Mims, Fla., after the Christmas Day bombing

Representative Charlie Crist (D-St. Petersburg) sent a
letter to President Joe Biden nominating Florida civil rights leaders
Harry T. and Harriette Moore to be honored posthumously with the
Presidential Medal of Freedom for their decades-long
advocacy for Black equality and equity.
Christmas 1951, a bomb
went off under the
Moores’ home that fatally
wounded them both.
They were survived by
their two daughters,
Evangeline and Annie.
Despite multiple investigations, no suspect was
ever charged in the murders of Harry and Harriette. As Attorney General
of Florida in 2005, I saw
an opportunity to bring
some measure of closure
to the Moores' surviving
family by reopening the
investigation into their
murders. After re-examining past evidence and eliciting the public's help, my
office found that four deceased members of the
KKK had worked together to murder the
Moores on Christmas
night 1951.
While Annie Moore
passed away in 1978,
Evangeline Moore continued sharing her parents’
legacy until she passed in

2015 at age 85. More than
anyone, it was Evangeline
who inspired me to reopen her parents’ case
and draw awareness to
their incredible work.
We will never have
true justice for the
Moores’ murder. True
justice would have been
for Harry and Harriette to
sleep safely that Christmas, wake the next morning, raise their children,
and continue their quest
for equality. But what we
can do now, 70 years later,
is celebrate them for who
they were – freedom fighters who gave their lives in
the struggle for Black
equality.
Harry and Harriette
Moore deserve to be remembered alongside figures such as King, Parks,
and Lewis. Their story deserves to be told. Every
Floridian should take
hope and inspiration from
their work and unwavering bravery.

To that end, I am requesting that the Biden
Administration posthumously award Harry and
Harriette the Presidential
Medal of Freedom. As our
nation’s highest civilian
honor, the Presidential
Medal of Freedom allows
us to celebrate the
changemakers who faced
tremendous resistance
and little recognition in
their lives.
If awarded, Harry and
Harriette would join the
ranks of recipients like
James Earl Chaney, Andrew Goodman, Michael
Schwerner, and Harvey
Milk -- all brave Americans martyred in their
fight for equal rights.
While this award would
not change the outcome
of what happened on that
terrible Christmas night,
it would preserve the
Moores’ place in American history – a place they
have too long been denied.
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Annie Dabbs protects The Rose Cemetery and Tarpon’s Black History
CEMETERY , from front page

vation of old buildings happens, she brought her desire to erect a museum to
preserve the history of
Black Tarpon to the city
commission.
She shared her opinion
that a church in the Union
Academy neighborhood
that was slated for demolition would be the perfect
spot for a permanent home
for such a museum – to
“keep our history alive,” she
noted.
Instead, the city proceeded to tear the building
down instead – one of just a
number of structures in the
Union Academy Neighborhood the city has chosen to
demolish. When asked why
the city moved forward on
the demolition of the building that Dabbs knew could
have been restored, the educator-turned-historian
shrugged, sighing:
“Some of the commissioners voted not to do anything. I think it’s unfair
because you can’t hide all
the history. It’s just like the
days of segregation; some
parents don’t want their children to know what happened, but it happened. Our
history must be told.”
She uses the example of

the current ignorance of the
African-American contribution to Tarpon’s largest industry,
its
sponge
production. “If you go downtown and ask the first visitor,
‘How did the sponge industry start,’ they’re going to
say, ‘Greeks.’ That’s not
true. Guess how the sponge
industry started? With
Black men.
“They didn’t have the
diving suits and the helmets
and all that,” Dabbs continued. “They had a hook, and
they’d be in this little boat,
hooking sponge. A man
came from Greece and saw
it. He went back to Athens,
got a group of men, brought
over diving suits, a helmet,
and took over the sponge industry. Blacks were the first
ones to do it.”
Tarpon’s reckoning with
its racism of the past, present, and future is a topic
Dabbs is careful about in
her conversation; her spare
shoulders and expressive
features reveal more of her
discontent at Tarpon’s treatment of its Black citizenry
than her words.
Her love for her hometown and her pride in the accomplishments of its
African-American citizens

are more comfortable topics, and she shares stories of
those easily.
Her many photo albums
show the people who held
the fabric of the proud Black
community together. Dabbs
herself is one of those people; her service to the community
includes
an
extensive list of activities
and social service inside and
outside of the Black community.
A long-time member of
Mt. Moriah AME Church,
Dabbs has served on the
boards of the
Shepherd Center of Tarpon, the Union Academy
Neighborhood Development Corp,
Habitat for Humanity
Pinellas/Pasco and been
a Sixth Judicial Circuit
Guardian ad Litem and
Sun Coast Hospice Advent Health volunteer for
many years.
The awards bestowed
on her include the City of
Tarpon Springs Designation
of Volunteer Extraordinaire
under Mayor Beverley Billiris, a Certificate of Special
Congressional Recognition
in recognition of outstanding and valuable service to
the community by Con-

gressman Michael Bilirakis,
and a Certificate of Appreciation: Tarpon Springs Citizens Academy under Mayor
Chris Alahouzos.
She also served on Congressman Gus Bilirakis Advisory Board from 2016-21.
Dabbs’ name is also
closely tied to the stewardship of Tarpon’s Rose
Cemetery (formerly Rose
Hill Cemetery), incorporated as the largest segregated
African-American
gravesite in the county in
1916 and still providing community members with burial plots today.
The cemetery covers
five acres of land right
across from city-owned Cycadia Cemetery. Rose
Cemetery was once connected to Cycadia, serving
as the segregated, all-Black
section of the cemetery until
a road split the two at some
point. In 1917, the property
was deeded to the all-Black
Rose Hill Cemetery Association in a 99-year lease.
Dabbs’ relationship to
Rose Cemetery dates back
to when, at age 15, she was
asked to take minutes for
the cemetery’s board of
trustees. Today, at 84 and
president of the Rose Ceme-

Thanks to Annie Dabbs, the Historical Society,
located in the Historic Train Depot Museum,
has a Black History Month exhibit at all.
tery Association, she leads a
small band of volunteers in
keeping up the large property without much outside
support.
While Cycadia is supported by tax dollars and
maintained in well-appointed
condition by the city, just
across the street, Rose
struggles with overgrown
foliage and trees, garbage
tossed by locals, and not
enough resources to erect
badly needed new gates.
“Cycadia became a city
property early on, and thus
benefited from city services
and upkeep,” Tina Bucuvalas, a former researcher
for the city who initiated the
National Register applications for Cycadia and Rose
cemeteries, shared in 2019.
“Due to segregationist policies in the early 20th century, Rose was divided from
Cycadia and turned over to
the African-American community for upkeep.”
Dabbs works with a
small group of volunteers to
try and maintain the property without any support
from the city. Dabbs ac-

knowledged that while Cycadia is no longer segregated, everyone’s tax dollars
– Black Tarpon residents as
well – go to its upkeep.
However, Rose Cemetery is on its own.
“The Rose cemetery, as
they say, is owned by the
community. The land was
given to the community.
The city doesn’t do anything
out there. They put a dumpster there because prior to
that, people from their area
were coming out dumping,”
she sighed. “No respect at
all. So, the city just put a
dumpster out there like
that’s a big deal — it’s not.”
Dabbs works with a
small group of women to
rake and clean up litter and
soon hopes to find support
for a new gate and muchneeded landscaping work.
Part Two of this article
continues on Dabbs’ family
history and Black Tarpon of
yesteryear and today. If
you’re interested in supporting the efforts of Rose Cemetery, contact them at (727)
942-8627.
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‘School Girls; or, the African Mean Girls Play’ takes on beauty standards
at American Stage
BY J.A. JONES
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG -Using comedy to deliver
hard truths, “School Girls; or,
the African Mean Girls Play”
by Jocelyn Bioh is directed
by American Stage’s new
artistic producing director
Rajendra Ramoon Maharaj
with skillful hilarity.
But wait for it – because
when the searing truths on
sexism, colorism, and the objectification of the female
body land, they sneak up on
you.
In a production that
keeps you snickering for
most of the evening, the play,
set in Ghana in the period
leading up to a national
beauty pageant, is populated
by energetic young actors
whose over-the-top delivery,
giddy laughter, and fluid
physicality are a delight to experience.
Jada Austin (Nana), Ivy
Sunflower (Ama), Massiel
Evans (Mercy), and Phineas
Slaton (Gifty) all do well portraying teen students in an allgirls (we assume) school.
They are joined together in a

cult of worship (or terror)
and beholden to one incredibly spiteful mean girl, Paulina
(Aguel Lual).
Lual’s Paulina seesaws
between a lovely grace and a
wretched bitterness that
keeps the audience just as
captivated by her as her four
sycophants. Should we/they
love her? Pity her? Hate her?
Lual’s deft performance
keeps you teetering and uncertain how to feel about her
-- even as her obvious beauty
is called into question (by a
prejudiced society, unfriendly
cultural, and painful self-hatred) in ways that pull at our
hearts.
But the tables are turned
when young, biracial, American-raised Ericka (played by
Siobhan Marie Hunter) appears. A sweet-faced charmer
with a full-sized physique that
is prized in many African cultures, she serves as an immediate threat to the sly and
terrifying Paulina. Hunter’s
Ericka is not as damaged, but
she believably portrays her
as a character with her own
painful past.
Adding a preternatural
beauty and grace is the ever-

youthful Phyllis Yvonne
Stickney, a veteran of the
stage and screen whose
Headmistress Francis holds
the audience's pain as an
elder who has seen too
much.
When the headmistress’
grim determination to encourage her students with
admonitions on the wisdom
of prizing brains over beauty
is ultimately called to betray
itself when a hard choice befalls her, we too swallow the
bitterness Stickney’s performance reveals.
Her comic foil enters in
the character of Eloise Ampohsah, “Miss Ghana 1966”
-- played with pitch-perfect
comedic timing by another
stage and screen veteran,
Jennifer Leigh Warren.
Warren’s
Ampohsah
struggles to maintain her
barely-held grasp on her bygone beauty queen days,
straining to keep it together
under pent-up frustrations
and ultimately revealing the
cynicism and hypocrisy at the
root of the long-awaited competition.
While the play takes
place in the 80s, Stickney and

Picture it, Ghana, 1986. A new girl comes to town from America to an allgirls school and challenges the reigning queen bee. ‘School Girls; or, the
African Mean Girls Play’ is a funny and touching story about the universal
teenage struggle and the need to feel like you belong on stage at
American Stage through Feb. 27.
Warren shared thoughts on
the play's comedy and the
universality of its theme -- the
objectification of women's
bodies and image – as it plays
out in today’s world.
Warren said it was important to her to allow Amposah to be larger-than-life
and really add to the comedic
element of the play, which in
turn created even more surprise when the tension was
wound up, and her character
revealed her own deeplyburied pain.
“We all understand that if
you if you heighten the comedy, it also heightens the
tragedy,” noted the actress. “I
think it makes it an easier
thing, that people get to
laugh. And then you hit them
with the seriousness of the
subject.”
As far as today’s heightened pressure from the
media and internet, Stickney
commented, “Any woman
can feel, deal with how the
world or their peers view
them, based on their size,

based on their complexion,
based on their eye color -based on anything that is external, anything they cannot
really change.”
“No one decided that
they would be born Black,
brunette, redhead, whatever
it is,” she continued. “And so,
if the world is judging you
based on that external element, then all of us have the
same kinds of issues or the
same kinds of challenges that
we have to [deal with].”
Another universality of
the play, Stickney noted, is
how women do or don't support each other and how families also contribute to our
feelings of self-worth, or lack
thereof.
“It's not just African
American, but it's actually all
women,” Warren added. “As
African American women, it's
even more pervasive. I think
what's interesting about the
play is that it gets people to
think about it because some
people don't even realize that
this happens and how it hap-

pens. In the last moments in
the play, it gets people to really feel for Paulina, and the
Headmistress, who understands Paulina’s trauma.”
Both agreed that there
are even more pressures put
on young girls growing up
today while being bombarded with images that tell
them that they're not beautiful and ok, just as they are.
“But to me, that's the
message that's in the play because of how it was directed,
how it was cast. And I think
that everyone comes in, and
they can have a great time,"
Stickney asserted. Warren
agreed, adding, "Male and female.”
“School Girls; or, the
African Mean Girls Play” by
Jocelyn Bioh, directed and
choreographed by Rajendra
Ramoon Maharaj, is on stage
through Feb. 27, at American
Stage, 163 Third St. N, in
downtown St. Petersburg.
For information, visit americanstage.org.
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Pinellas African American Heritage Celebration Feb. 26
LARGO – After a 10year furlough, Largo will
once again host a celebration of African-American
Heritage at the campus at
Florida Botanical Gardens
and Heritage Village.
The Florida Botanical
Gardens
Foundation
(FBGF) and the Pinellas
Alliance of Black School
Educators (PABSE) are
partnering on the event.
Vernon R. Bryant, executive director of FBGF
recalled the glory days of
the former celebration before funds and resources
dried up.
“We thought it was a
great event and a great activity. So, this year we put
our heads together and
restarted it. We renamed
it Pinellas African American Heritage Celebration,
keeping it in line with
what we had done as a celebration of culture,”
Bryant shared.
He credited Shauné
Ferguson, PABSE’s president-elect, with helping to
make this year’s celebration come to fruition. “She
just said to me, ‘Let’s do
this.’” And she has really
been a driving force behind it,” Bryant noted.
Ferguson
quickly
agreed when Vernon said
they should bring back
the African American Heritage celebration to the
Botanical Gardens.
Ferguson went back
to PABSE to see if they
would get on board with
the event. “For PABSE, it
was almost a no-brainer;
this is what we do. We
support students; we support the community
around Pinellas County. I
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think they were just ready
and excited to do something positive that brings
the whole community in.
As soon as I brought the
idea, everyone was 100
percent on board.”
She noted that the
Largo community has
been very interested in
bringing this event back
to the Florida Botanical
Garden, adding the support they’ve received has
been just tremendous.
Bryant also stated that the
event has several new
sponsors.
The director of the
Gardens shared that
there will be several locations on the campus that
will be involved, including
two outdoor stages where
School Board member
Caprice Edmond and
Maranda Douglas, a candidate for the Clearwater
City Council Seat 4, will
give keynote speeches
that day.
Melrose Elementary
students will also be on
hand presenting creative
dance and drumming, including the Melrose PopLockers, whom Ferguson
called “the cutest thing
I’ve ever seen in my life.”
There will also be professional soloists and
choirs, performances by
the Lealman Police Athletic League’s drumline
and majorettes, as well as
an Artz 4 Life Dance
Academy performance.
“A lot of those [Artz 4
Life] students are Pinellas
County school students as
well, and they will be performing, doing traditional
African dance. So, there
are tons of opportunities

. T
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for the students to show
their creativity — and
that’s really what it’s all
about, the community
coming out and seeing
the students.
Ferguson is most
proud of the art showcase
for PCS students. The
event committee put out a
call to all of the schools to
have the students submit
artwork – and at last
count, 57 students had
submitted artwork.
“They’re going to
have, really, an entire
show the day in the
gallery at Creative Pinellas. And the artwork – I
was blown away. I was
like, this cannot be high
schoolers that painted
this! it’s really outstanding,” Ferguson shared.
“Students will get to have
their work displayed
alongside local professional artists, which is a
really cool opportunity.”
Bryant said there
would also be an exhibition of historical artifacts
on view, and Heritage Village, Pinellas County
African American History
Museum, and Largo Library will also collect or
capture historical items
and artifacts that day. People can bring their items
to either donate to the
museum or simply allow
their items to be captured
through scans or photographs at the event if they
are not donating the
items.
There will also be several community nonprofits and a minimarket with
African-American artists,
artisans, and entrepreneurs selling their wares.

E E K L Y

“As I tell people, put a
stake in the ground and
say we’re going to do it,
and then we’ll try and
grow it each year,” Bryant
relayed. “So, this year has
come together very nicely

C

for us.”
The committee is still
seeking food vendors and
other vending opportunities. If you are a vendor interested in taking part in
the
festival,
contact

H A L L E N G E R

.

Shauné Ferguson, at fergusonsh@pcsb.org, or
Vernon Bryant at flbgexecdirector@gmail.com.
To reach J.A. Jones,
email jjones@theweeklychallenger.com
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HELP MAKE A
DIFFERENCE IN THE
SOUTH ST. PETE CRA
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The Minson Rubin Experience
BY GOLIATH J. DAVIS,
III, PH.D.
Contributor

ST. PETERSBURG —
Minson Ronald Rubin
was born to Georgia Lee
and Clarence Rubin, Sr. in
Jordan Park on Aug. 27,
1944. He lived a segregated life during the Jim
Crow era. Relying on his
love of history, he collected and cataloged his
life’s experiences through
the volume of photo- St. Petersburg College
graphs, news articles, and
will honor the
written materials depictlate historian
ing segregated life in Jorand archivist
dan Park, the south side
Minson Rubin on
community, the City of St.
Feb.
26, highlighting
Petersburg, and throughhis life’s work that
out the state and nation.
documents the Civil
Minson was formally
educated at Jordan Ele- Rights Movement in his
mentary, Sixteen Street hometown and Florida.
Junior High, Gibbs High,
Gibbs Junior College, and Bryson has cataloged the
the Florida A&M Univer- collection, and working
sity. In addition to his love with a committee comof history, he also loved posed of college personand excelled at basket- nel and community
ball, setting scoring volunteers, will present
records. His historical St. Petersburg College’s
collection documents life Minson R. Rubin Day on
as he experienced it in the Feb. 26, from 10-2 p.m. at
areas of government, ed- the Midtown campus,
ucation, sports, politics, 1300 22nd St. S, St. Peand community life.
tersburg.
Working with Ann
SPC College PresiThompson Taylor, Min- dent Dr. Tonjua Williams
son persuaded St. Peters- invites the community to
burg College to curate join her, Mayor Ken
and archive his collection. Welch, Chief Anthony
Assistant Curator Diana Holloway, the Rubin fam-

ily, the Jordan Park Nostalgic Association, and
other dignitaries to share
in this historical event.
Minson’s collection provides a window into the
past that informs the present and the future.
The celebration will
also include:
• A mural unveiling
by Zulu Painter at the
Cecil B. Keene Center
• A performance by
the Gibbs High School
Marching Band
• A book drive and
storytime with Cultured
Books
• Food for purchase
provided by Midtown
community
establishments
• Art inspired by the
Rubin Collection
Also, Mayor Welch
will present Mrs. Jeanette
Rubin and the Rubin family with a proclamation
and key to the city to recognize his contributions
to his community and the
entire city.
The Minson Rubin
Experience will take place
on Feb. 26, from10-2 p.m.
at St. Petersburg College
Midtown campus, 1300
22nd St. S, St. Petersburg.
For more information,
contact SPC Foundation Assistant Curator Diana
Bryson at bryson.diana@spcollege.edu
or
visit
stpe.co/RubinDay.

Dr. Christopher Warren take on new job at Jabil to
help foster diversity, equity and inclusion
WARREN, from page 6

C ONN ECT W ITH U S !

ship program to start
working on the pipeline
development for North
American talent. The program will offer college
juniors, seniors, and recent graduates real-time
work experiences in multiple job areas throughout
the company. The internship includes a $20 per
hour wage during the 12week program and the potential of permanent
placement at the end of
the summer.
Two internship spots
will also be offered to
high school graduates.
“There is a huge population of potentially
skilled workers here in
Tampa Bay that can fill

our manufacturing roles
who may not have a degree,” Warren acknowledged. “We would like for
them to have the experience of making a good living and providing for
their families without having to go to college,”
Warren said he believes that over the next
three to five years, Jabil
will demonstrate how to
create and maintain diverse, equitable, and inclusive tech workplaces,
as well as community and
corporate partnerships
that unite and move communities forward.
To reach J.A. Jones,
email jjones@theweeklychallenger.com
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Superintendent search update
PINELLAS COUNTY –
Pinellas County Schools is
asking the community for
feedback to help with the
process of selecting a new
Superintendent of Schools.
There are several ways the
community can participate.
NEW: Pinellas Superintendent Search Survey.
The online survey will be
open until 6 p.m. on Monday, Feb. 28. All answers
are anonymous.
Superintendent Search
Survey link:
PCS, the Pinellas
County School Board, the
Pinellas Education Foundation, and the Florida
School Boards Association
have contracted Research
Data Services, an independent research firm to
conduct the survey and
gather insights from the
community. Anyone with
technical
difficulties,
please get in touch with
survey support at research@researchdatallc.co
m or call RDS at (813) 2542975.
NEW: To reach as
many families and public
members as possible,
Pinellas County Schools
has added a remote participation location to each of
the three community forums, including one in
north, mid and south

county. The remote locations provide technical support, including computers
and internet service. Participants at the remote locations will be able to see the
in-person forums virtually
and participate online.
How will the forums
work?
• Participants will answer several questions.
• In-person participants will be grouped by
table. A representative at
each table will provide a
group answer to the moderator. Written responses
will be collected.
• Virtual participants
will submit comments in
the zoom link’s chat room.
-No open microphone opportunity.
Community forums

currently scheduled
• Feb. 23 at 6 p.m. Join in person or virtual
(Password: PCSB) - Pinellas Park High School
Remote participation
location: Oak Grove Middle
• Feb. 24 at 6 p.m. Join in person or virtual
(Password: PCSB) - Countryside High
Remote participation
location: Tarpon Springs
High
• Feb. 28 at 6 p.m. Join in person or virtual
(Password: PCSB) - St. Petersburg High
Remote participation
location: Lakewood High
To attend virtually, log on
to https://bit.ly/3oUogpq
and use the password:
PCSB.
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955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 894-4311

First Baptist Institutional Church

Email: info@mzprogressive.org
Website: www.mzprogressive.org

3144 Third Avenue South,
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-323-7518

Sunday Worship Services............................7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................................9:00 a.m.
Wednesday Mid-Day Bible Study .......................Noon - 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service ...............................................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study ....................................................6:30 p.m.
Youth Chapel Services - 921 20th Street South
Sunday Worship Service .................................................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Small Group Bible Study ..............................6:30 p.m.
Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor
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Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Praise Time 10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.

Mission Statement:

Tuesday Night Live Prayer Service & Bible Study 7 p.m.

Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Come Worship With the First Baptist Family

REV. DR. WAYNE G. THOMPSON,
PASTOR

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com Web site: www.bmmbc.org

Sunday Worship Service ....................10:15 a.m.
Sunday School .....................................9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday)..................7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wednesday) ....................7:00 p.m.

“God’s House To The City”

Rev. Rickey L. Houston,
Pastor

Welcome – Bienvenidos
ST. AUGUSTINE’S EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Joyful Spirit, Joyful Jazz
2920 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg 33712
727-867-6774
StAugustine@tampabay.rr.com

The Rev. Josie Rose,
Priest-in-Charge

Please join us on our Zoom Ministry Line:
Meeting ID: 226-033-6850 Dial-in #: 1-929-436-2866
Sunday Prayer Service: 9:00 a. m.
Sunday Church School: 9:15 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service: 10:00 a.m.
Tuesday Bible Study: 7:00 p.m.

Sunday Communion and Worship Service 9:00 a.m.
Communion and Healing Service 11:00 a.m. Tuesdays

First Mount Pilgrim Evangelical
Missionary Baptist Church

First Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church
1121 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

But for me and my house, we will serve the Lord

(727) 327-8708

Rev. Wallace Elliott
Sr. - Pastor

“The Little Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Victory Christian Center Church

Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
(except Wednesdays)

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church.
For more information about the other services and
ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911.
*Nursery and Youth Services Available

2700 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33715
727-320-2709
lpdavismemorial@gmail.com
Sunday Worship Services

Reverend
Darrel W. Davis, Sr.
Pastor - Teacher

Sunday School 9:30 am • Worship Service 11:00 am
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7 pm
Bible Study Wednesday 7:30 pm

20th Street
Church Of Christ

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.Victorychristiancenterchurch.org

Donn & Jean
Freshler

Joshua 24:15

Sunday Worship Services 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School.............................9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting (Tuesday) ...........6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Tuesday) .................7:00 p.m.
Baptist Training Union (Sunday) ..4:00 p.m.

Bro. Robert Smith

825 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Home: 896-8006

Sunday Bible Class (All Ages)
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Evening Worship
Ladies Bible Class Monday
Monday Evening Bible Class
Wednesday Morning Bible Class
Wednesday Evening Bible Class

INSPIRATIONS
BY DIERDRE DOWNING-JACKSON

..........8:30 a.m.
..........9:45 a.m.
.........6:00 p.m.
..........7:00 p.m.
..........7:00 p.m.
........10:00 a.m.
............7:00 p.m.

FIRST BAPTIST INSTITUTIONAL CHURCH
invites you to join us

A Marriage for God
Dear Heavenly Father,
“We Trust You LORD JESUS
for Your guidance; for a Marriage ruled by You is one of
complete reliance.
We Thank You LORD JESUS
for Your grace and Your
mercy; for a Marriage of unconditional love, has strength
through controversy.
We Praise You LORD JESUS
with all of our heart; we know
with our Hallelujahs, Your love
will never part.

CHRIST has courage to not
lose this race.
We will Honor and Obey You,
we vow to forever endure; because a Marriage devoted to
JESUS, is a Marriage that is
tried and sure.
We hold You LORD JESUS, as
we humble ourselves today;
for a Marriage in Your keeping shows all the world You
truly care.”
We Thank You LORD
AMEN

We Pray for Your forgiveness,
when we forget to heed Your
call; a Marriage grown in Your
wisdom, will stand and never
fall.
We Love You as we remember
to walk by faith with grace; a
Marriage directed by JESUS

“But JESUS beheld them, and
said unto them, With men this
is impossible; but with GOD
all things are possible.”
Matthew 19:26 KJV
Dedicated to my husband, Dr.
Russell T. Jackson

for
REV. DR. WAYNE G. THOMPSON’S
39th Pastoral Anniversary
DRIVE-BY CELEBRATION
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 2022 @ 12:30 pm
3144 Third Ave. S, St. Petersburg
www.firstbaptistinstitutionalchurch.org
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ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org
Schedule of Services
Church School ..................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................... 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union......................... 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
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THE ROCK OF JESUS MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
SUNDAY SERVICES/WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
10:30 a.m. Worship Service
9:00 a.m. Breakfast (First Sunday only)
9:30 a.m. Sunday School (First Sunday Only)
Sunday School 9:15 a.m. / Devotion 10:15 a.m.
Praise & Worship 10:20 a.m. / Worship Services 10:30 a.m.
Saints of Prayer - Monday 12:00 noon
Weekly Bible Study - Tuesday 6:30 p.m.
Adult Choir Rehearsals - Thursday 6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

Rev. Brian K. Brown

Friendship Missionary Baptist Church
3300 31st St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300 www.friendshipstpetersburg.org
Email: fmbc3300@outlook.com
YouTube: FMBC The Ship

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVE. S., St. Petersburg, Florida
Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Email: rojmbe@knology.net
Office Hours: Tues. & Thurs. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Dr. John A. Evans, Pastor

WORSHIP EXPERIENCES
Sunday Worship ............................................................8:45 a.m. “The Hour of Power”
Sunday School.........................................................................................................8:00 a.m.
Wednesday in the Word........................................................................................................
12:30 p.m. via ZOOM - ACCESS CODE: 599-819-6863 PASSWORD: 778769
7:00 p.m. via ZOOM - ACCESS CODE: 509-102-8823 PASSWORD: THESHIP
Our Mission: Friendship Missionary Baptist Church is a family of believers in
Christ, reaching out to the world, preaching the gospel to the unsaved and
teaching the saved to serve by demonstrating the Love of Christ.

St. Mark M.B. Church
Series: “Facing What’s Forward”
Scripture
Reference:
Genesis 8:13 -19
Continuing to unpack
the theme of how to successfully face forward and face it
with faith, we journey
through the chronicling of
Noah’s narrative, verse 13.
This scripture allows us to
examine the exodus from
the ark and embrace certain
revelations. At this point, the
waters have dried up, and
now dry land is again, reality,
but it is still not quite time to
walk out of the boat. Anchoring to the idea that change
can happen, we must be willing to do the work, just as
Noah did while on the ark.
Importantly enough, in
order to pursue God’s pure,
positive, and productive
change while we work towards Facing What’s Forward, we must be patient! As
we matriculate through this
series, we can pose the following question: What is
needed to keep change from
remaining the same?
Point 1: Wait for change!
(Genesis 8:13) Waiting for
change is not easy; however,
you and I cannot rush God;
He knows what is best for
our forward-moving lives!
The inhabitants, Noah, and
family, along with the animals, had been aboard the
ark for 377 days, they were
awaiting change. Similarly,
we must wait too, and in waiting, contemplate the idea
that in order to perceive
change, we must know what
change “looks” like. We can
agree, change is a break in
“same.” Further, change is
the “something” that is different when it breaks the pattern
of
normalcy.
Subsequently, when things
that used to bother you, don’t
bother you anymore…that is
CHANGE!
Point 2: Work on

Change! (Gen. 8:14) Noah
was working on change
while he was STILL aboard
the ark. To add, this is not
necessarily where WE want
the change to occur, but
rather where God is desiring
change for us. To add relevance and insight, some people will only follow God when
the destination is uncertain,
we do not know where we
are going, but once we
“think” we have it covered,
we leave God to do the rest
on our own. This is a great
place to insert a question:
How do you prepare for
change?
Interestingly
enough, consider the idea
that working on change IS
preparing for change because if this step is skipped,
and preparation has not been
handled correctly, it will be
difficult to produce what is
needed at the time it is
needed in your change. Moving forward, there are four
key elements on How to Prepare for Change:
We should prepare mentally - Noah started his preparation by understanding that
living on a boat is quite different from living on dry
land. A plan, a mental reconfiguration of your thoughts
and approaches is required
at this point.
We should prepare emotionally - refrain from bringing old emotional baggage
into a new situation. Note:
Actions are connected to
emotions.
We should prepare physically - Consider how others
who are with us are going to
live? Reflecting on Noah’s example, he sat in the ark for
two months thinking about
his next steps, including living arrangements for his
family and the animals.
We should prepare logistically - there is an orderly

Rev. Brian K. Brown,
Pastor
fashion on how forward
movement should go. Thinking logistically gives way to
reflecting and strategizing to
identify what will everyone
on “your” team need for survival. Literally, considering
and analyzing what should
logically come next in an orderly thought process.
Again, being sensitive to others and what will be needed
to move forward.
Point 3: Walk to Change!
(Gen. 15 - 19) This is directional; everyone wants out,
but you cannot get out until
we do the work within. So
the question may be asked,
What must I do to produce
change? First, it is important
to internalize the thought,
God is the only one who can
show you the change He is
ordering for your life. Again,
the mission is not just to
change because of an emotion, but rather to get closer
to God, to impact your relationship with God, and then
bring others into a relationship with God. Noteworthy,
fulfilling the purpose of
change requires two components, change in content
(physical; behavior; outward
change) and in character
(spiritual; belief; inward). If
the goal is, and it should be,
working towards change is
knowing its purpose. To be
clear, the only purpose for
change is to get closer to
God so that our relationship
with God can then be used to
impact others in providing
hope and help. In doing so, it
is imperative that we are exercising discipline
and
avoiding bringing the sameness of what was formerly

Pastor’s Corner

BY REV. DR. DORAL R. PULLEY,
SPIRITUAL LEADER
TODAY’S CHURCH Tampa Bay

Praying in the Spirit
“Building yourselves up
on your most holy faith
praying in the Holy Ghost
(Jude 1:20).”
Prayer has several languages. You are free to utilize the best prayer
language for your situation.
Sometimes you need to pray
in your native language so
that you can hear yourself
pray and allow the words
that you are speaking to be
cathartic for you. It is also
important when praying
with others to pray in a language they understand so
that they hear you fully and
participate wholeheartedly
in the experience (I
Corinthians 14:14-15).
There are other times

when you need to pray in
the Spirit or pray in our
heavenly language because
you are not sure what to
pray for or clear about the
specific outcome you desire. When you pray in the
Spirit, you pray the perfect
will of God. The Holy Spirit
draws you to connect with
your spirit within on a much
deeper level (Romans 8:2628). When you feel low or
torn down by others, build
yourself up by praying in
the Spirit.
Praying in the Spirit
transcends religious lines.
Most faith traditions have a
form of prayer that takes
you out of your head and
causes you to get in touch

with your spirit, the real
you. Another term for praying in the Spirit is chanting.
I became aware of this
when I was watching the
movie of Tina Turner’s life,
What’s Love Got to Do with
It. Tina had her spiritual
awakening looking in the
mirror and doing the Buddhist chant. She was able to
get clear about who she
was, what her purpose was,
and how to get out of an
abusive marriage.
Try praying in the Spirit
and using the Prayer Tool of
Forgiving as symbolized by
the vice grip pliers to let go
of any deep-seated issues
that you have not been able
to release up until this point.

can now be a purposeful
change.
To close the conversation, we revisit how to maximize change, good, positive
change that is productive
and pleasant. We are highly
encouraged to consider the
facets of waiting for change,
working on change, and

walking to change. Understanding that facing forward
from water, representation of
the same ole same, to dry
ground, representation of
change, we can easily find
ourselves in the middle of
things. Nevertheless, we can
be triumphant in facing forward if we remain commit-

ted to trusting God and not
becoming frustrated, impatient, or overly confident in
ourselves. Trust and having
faith that God will indeed do
it! Lastly, avoid the middle
ground, it is muddy and
messy, your blessing is waiting for you on dry land!

Journaling as Prayer - Communicating with God
through writing
“But Jesus stooped
down, and with his finger
wrote on the ground (John
8:6).”
When my first wife
transitioned ten days after
our twin daughters were
born, I was so angry with
God that I had no interest
in prayer. I was enraged
with God so much that I
did not want to talk to God.
I gave God the silent treatment. Nevertheless, I had
to get this anger out because it started to manifest
itself through destructive
behaviors, so I went to
counseling.
My therapist suggested that I write God letters telling God exactly
how I felt. The story of
Jesus and the woman
caught in the act of adultery in John 8:1-11 gave

me the courage to do it.
Since
Jesus,
my
Wayshower,
communicated through writing, I
followed his example and
utilized this resource as
well. Writing opened me
up to be completely open
and honest with God about
what I was thinking and
feeling just as I would if I
were sending a person a
letter or email.
Before this experience
with my wife’s transition, I
thought prayer held two
purposes, to revere God
and to seek Divine guidance. I never permitted
myself to be honest with
God about my emotions.
Through letter writing, I
felt comfortable to say
what I needed to say to
God. Although the letters
did not express praise and

adoration, I felt closer to
God than I ever felt before.
I embarked on a new relationship with God that was
much more intimate than
my previous one. After
about one year of letter
writing, I was free to verbalize my true feelings to
God, both verbally and in
writing.
Using the Prayer Tool
of Writing and Journaling
as symbolized by the pencil, write God a letter saying things that you may
have never felt comfortable articulating.
Rev. Doral Pulley is the
senior pastor of Today’s
Church Tampa Bay, 940
5th Ave. S, St. Petersburg
(Staybridge Suites) and
5107 North Central Ave.,
Tampa.
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B.E. F.A.S.T.
To Reduce Stroke Impact
Balance
Sudden loss
of balance

Eyes
Sudden loss of vision
in one or both eyes

Face
Sudden facial
weakness or drooping

Arms
Sudden weakness
or numbness

Speech
Sudden slurred speech
or difficulty speaking

Time
If you observe any of
these signs, call 911
immediately, noting
the time at the onset
of symptoms.

EVERY

4

SECONDS

Someone in the U.S.
has a stroke*
*On average

When it comes to
stroke, every second
matters. If you or
someone you know
is experiencing
these symptoms,
don’t wait. Get
help immediately.
Learn the signs
and symptoms of
a stroke, and the
location of your
nearest BayCare
emergency center.
For more
information:
BayCareStroke.org

